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Chapter 1

1.1

Caravel Consensus Algorithm

Symbols and Parameters
System Symbols
• Height: the height of blocks;
• Round: If there is a new consensus block, the Round value will increase by 1;
• Step: Status steps with four states: Propose, Prevote, Precommit, and NextIndex;
• RoundIndex: Each time the system starts a new Round, the RoundIndex is set to 0; if the
system has completed all steps in the current process (Round, RoundIndex), but has not
reached a consensus block, the RoundIndex value is increased by 1;
• Clocki : If a certain time (and/or some number of votes) requirement is satisfied, then it
enters a corresponding step.
Algorithm Parameters
• valthreshold : threshold for cryptographic sortition;
• p start : start voting ratio;
• T : the proportion of qualified votes;
• tclear : time interval to clear expired cached messages;
• Pcache : messages cache ratio.

1.2

Design
It is assumed that there are n nodes participating in the consensus system, among which,

n = 3 f + 1, and f represents the number of malicious nodes. These malicious nodes execute
malicious code, such as broadcasting blocks containing double-spending transaction information or conducting malicious votes with the aim of that the system cannot reach consensus.
However, if the system has 2 f + 1 nodes as honest nodes, in accordance with the Byzantine
Fault-Tolerant Consensus mechanism, f malicious nodes will not be able to affect the stable
operation of the whole system.
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Sortition and Voting Rules
Each node runs a verifiable random function (VRF) based on information such as weights

and seeds in the block for cryptographic sortition. Nodes perform sortition in Propose, Prevote,
Precommit, and NextIndex steps. If a node is selected, it should perform corresponding activities, such as proposing a block or voting. To ensure the security of the nodes, the nodes need to
perform sortition in the four steps of Propose, Prevote, Precommit, and NextIndex, instead of
completing the tasks in the four states just by one sortition.
Algorithm 1: Sortition(sk, seed, index, step, τ, w, W):
1 < hash, proo f >← VRF sk (seed||step||index)
2 p ← τ/W
3 j← 0
[∑ j
)
∑ j+1
hash
4 while hashlen <
B(k;
w,
p),
B(k;
w,
p)
do
k=0
k=0
2
5
j++
6

return < hash, proo f, j >

Algorithm 2: VerifySort(pk, proo f, subusers, round, index, step, τ):
1 < hash, proo f >← VRF sk (seed||step||index)
2 w ← ctx.stake[pk]
3 W ← ctx.total_stake
4 seed ← ctx.seed
5 if ¬VerifyVRF pk (proo f, seed||step||index) then return false
6 p ← τ/W
7 j← 0
[∑ j
)
∑ j+1
hash
8 while hashlen <
B(k;
w,
p),
B(k;
w,
p)
do
k=0
k=0
2
9
j++
10
11

if j = subusers then return true
return false

In the Propose phase, nodes shall propose blocks by sortition. Each block broadcast to
the network has a priority, which depends on its sortition value. If the node’s sortition value
is larger, the priority of the corresponding block is higher. Other nodes shall vote on the block
received with the highest priority. In the Prevote phase, nodes with votes can only vote for
blocks in the Propose phase. Similarly, in the Precommit phase, nodes with votes can only vote
for blocks in the Propose phase. Therefore, qualified honest nodes can only vote on one block
at each step, and the sum of votes corresponding to each block is equal to the sum of votes of
all nodes. Under actual operating conditions, due to problems such as node offline or service
2
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denial attacks, the sum of votes corresponding to each block is usually slightly smaller than the
sum of votes of all nodes. This method enables nodes to make an accurate judgment and tends
to reach consensus on one block while refusing to reach consensus on other blocks. Therefore,
this method can reduce the probability of fork .
1.2.2

State Transition Rules
Before each block becomes a consensus block, it needs to go through a Round protocol.

The Round protocol contains a special Commit process and one or more RoundIndex processes.
If the number of the Prevote and Precommit votes of the new block both meet 2 f + 1, the
system is triggered to enter the Commit process, that is, the new block is written to the local
blockchain. If the Commit process is completed once, then the Round will be increased by 1.
The RoundIndex process consists of four steps: Propose, Prevote, Precommit, and NextIndex.
In other words, the four steps of Propose, Prevote, Precommit, and NextIndex are completed
once, and RoundIndex is incremented by one. Therefore, RoundIndex indicates the price paid
by the consensus system and the network environment of the system operation when each block
becomes a consensus block.
Ideally, if malicious nodes do not act frequently or the network delay is comparatively
low to ensure that nodes can receive enough votes, then the new block can directly enter the
Commit state after the Propose, Prevote, and Precommit steps to reach consensus. In this case,
the RoundIndex is 1. Conversely, if malicious nodes frequently commit evils, or if the network
latency makes the block and voting broadcast slow, new blocks require multiple rounds to reach
consensus, in which case RoundIndex is greater than 1.
1.2.3

Timer
In the Caravel protocol, two timers are designed, namely timer clocki and timeout timer

clocktimeout (timeout timer will be introduced in the next section). Timer clocki is used to time
each step. Each time the node starts a new process (Round, RoundIndex), let clocki be 0. At the
time of clocki = 2λ, that is, after the node waits for 2λ, a Prevote vote will be performed on the
block with the highest priority. This process enables nodes to collect enough blocks and filter
out the block with the highest priority. Within any time range of clocki > 0, the node can perform
Precommit voting, NextIndex voting and enter Commit phase. This method allows nodes with
a status lag due to poor network environment or late startup, etc. to switch to the latest protocol
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running state without time limitation. In order to prevent the node from entering the unlimited
waiting state in the NextIndex step because the number of NextIndex votes received by the node
is less than 2 f + 1, once the waiting time reaches clocki = 4λ, the node will enter the NextIndex
step and select a block for NextIndex voting according to certain rules.
1.2.4

RoundIndex Synchronization Strategy
Due to problems such as network congestion or disconnection, different nodes will be

placed on different Round or RoundIndex. In order to synchronize the Round and RoundIndex
of most nodes, a messages caching mechanism is designed to solve this problem. Each consensus message will carry the following information: (Round, RoundIndex, Address, Timestamp),
where Address indicates the sender’s address, and Timestamp is the local time of it when sending the message. The node’s local buffer extracts these messages from consensus messages and
continuously updates the latest cached messages of each node. When a new consensus message
is received, the message cache mechanism is updated according to the following rules:
• The Timestamp value of the new message from the sender is greater than its corresponding
Timestamp value in the local buffer, then this sender’s corresponding (Round, RoundIndex, Timestamp) is updated;
• Clean up the expired messages, that is, the distance between the Timestamp and now
exceeds the specified period, such as those with a delay of more than 2 seconds.
The cached messages are divided into two parts, i.e., advancing message and lagging message.
• Advancing message: In the received consensus message, Round is greater than or equal
to the Round of the current node; or Round is equal to the Round of the current node, but
RoundIndex is greater than or equal to the RoundIndex of the current node;
• Lagging message: In the received consensus message, Round is less than the round of the
current node, or Round is equal to the round of the current node, but RoundIndex is less
than the RoundIndex of the current node.
In the current process (Round, RoundIndex), nodes need to enter the next process of
RoundIndex protocol as they can’t reach consensus. However, due to network congestion or
disconnection, the number of NextIndex votes collected by nodes cannot reach 2 f + 1. In order
to prevent the node from waiting indefinitely due to this situation, a timeout timer is designed
to solve this problem.

4
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Set the timeout timer to zero each time the system starts running. On the one hand, if
the number of lagging messages stored in the message buffer exceeds a certain proportion of
the total number of nodes, Pcache , then the timeout timer is set to zero. This method not only
slows down the state of such advanced nodes, but also enables other lagging nodes to run synchronously. On the other hand, if the number of advanced messages of the same process (Round,
RoundIndex) in the message buffer exceeds a certain proportion, Pcache , and the Round is consistent with the current Round of the node, the node marks this (Round, RoundIndex). After
the current process is over, a new process of consensus is started using the labeled (Round,
RoundIndex) to achieve synchronization with most nodes. In other words, if a node finds that
the Round and RoundIndex of most other nodes are the same and are in an advanced state, it
indicates that the node (possibly due to network delay and other reasons) is in a lagging state,
so the node needs to perform a status update.
Algorithm 3: UpdateCache(pk, round, index, time):
1 cache_msg[pk] ←< round, index, time >
2 past, f uture ← 0, 0
3 for msg in cache_msg do
4
if msg.time > now − tclear then
5
delete(msg)
6
continue
If msg.round < round or (msg.round = round and mag.index < index) then
past + +
else if msg.round = round then
f uture[msg.index] + +
if f uture[msg.index] ≥ len(ctx.stake) ∗ P_cache and msg.index > (index + 1)
then
next_index ← msg.index
marked_block ← nil

7

8
9
10

11
12

if past ≥ len(ctx.stake) ∗ P_cache then
Reset(clock_timeout)

13
14

1.2.5

Broadcast Rules
Because nodes only vote on the block with the highest priority currently, the system only

rebroadcasts the block with the highest priority currently, and interrupts other non-highest priority blocks. This method can reduce network transmission pressure. On the other hand, all
Prevote votes, Precommit votes, and NextIndex votes that are verified to be valid (the signatures
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meet the consistency) in the blockchain system will be rebroadcasted by the node, regardless of
whether the node is in a lagging or advanced state or has entered the special Commit status. On
the one hand, this method enables nodes with a lagging state to adjust the state to keep up with
the latest consensus steps, and on the other hand enables nodes with a state in advance or having
entered the Commit state to not affect the operating states of other nodes. In other words, some
nodes have entered the Commit state, while others are still in the NextIndex voting waiting
state. Therefore, the node that enters the Commit state still needs to rebroadcast the broadcast
NextIndex voting of other nodes. The following algorithm 4 implements sortition, signature,
and broadcast signature functions. Algorithm 5 performs preliminary and unified processing on
the received consensus message.
Algorithm 4: SortAndGossip(round, index, step, value):
1 < sorthash, sortproof, j >←
Sortition(user.pk, ctx.seed, index, step, ctx.stake[pk], ctx.total_stake)
2 if j > 0 then
3
signed_m ← Signed(user.sk) (round, index, step, sorthash, sortproof, j, value)
4
Gossip(< user.pk, signed_m >)
5
return < j, signed_m >
6

return < ⊥, ⊥ >

Algorithm 5: ProcessMsg(m):
1 if gossiped[m.hash] is true then
2
return < 0, ⊥>
3
4

if ¬VerifySignature(pk, signed_m) or ctx.stake[pk] = 0 then
return < 0, ⊥>

10

Gossip(m)
< pk, signed_m >← m
< round, index, time, step, sorthash, sortproof, votes, value >← signed_m
UpdateCache(pk, round, index, time)
if VerifySort(pk, sortproof, votes, round, index, step, valthreshold ) then
return < pk, signed_m >

11

return < 0, ⊥>

5
6
7
8
9
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1.3

Caravel Algorithm

1.3.1

Propose Step

If (1) a new block was successfully written to the local blockchain, or (2) as RoundIndex is
greater than 1, in the process of RoundIndex-1 where MarkedBlock is nil, among which nil
refers to the empty block with containing no information, then the system will enter into Propose
Step and set clocki = 0. The node performs cryptographic sortition, and when the selected node
meets the below two conditions at the same time, then package transactions and generate the
block to broadcast to the network:
• The proportion of Prevote votes received for all new blocks is below a certain threshold,
p start , and the proportion of Precommit votes is also below a certain threshold, p start ;
• Of all the new blocks that have been received, the block generated by this node has the
highest priority.
In the Prevote step and Precommit step, because the sum of votes corresponding to all
blocks is equal to the sum of all nodes’ votes, if the proportion of Prevote votes or Precommit
votes corresponding to other blocks is greater than the threshold, p start , the selected node can
discover that its proposed block cannot get consensus. Therefore, the node does not have to
broadcast its proposed block to the network. On the other hand, if the priority of the block
proposed by this node is lower than priorities of received blocks, even if the block is broadcast
to the network, it will not get any votes and reach consensus. Therefore, there is no need to
broadcast this block to the network. In the Propose step, each node as a proposer uses a verifiable
random function (VRF) to update seed, and all nodes in the network can verify the correctness
of seed updated.
Algorithm 6: Proposal(block):
1 if marked_block ,⊥ then return
2 if max_priority ,⊥ and block.priority ≤ max_priority.priority then return
3 if TotalVotes(cache_prevote) > valthreshold ∗ p start or
TotalVotes(cache_precommit) > valthreshold ∗ p start then return
4 cache_block[block.hash] ← block
5 max_priority ←< block.priority, block.hash >
6 SortAndGossip(round, index, PROPOSE, max_priority)
7 SortAndGossip(round, index, PROPOSE, block)
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Prevote Step

Algorithm 7: Prevote(isVote, pk, signed_m):
1 /*Prevote Voting*/
2 if isVote is true then
3
if markted_block ,⊥ then hash ← marked_block
4
else if max_priority ,⊥ then hash ← max_priority.hash
5
else then return
6
< pk, signed_m >← SortAndGossip(round, index, PREVOT E, hash)
/*Prevote Message Processing*/
else if CountVotes(cache_prevote, signed_m.value) ≥ valthreshold ∗ T then
Precommit(true, signed_m.value, ⊥, ⊥)
NextIndex(true, signed_m.value, ⊥, ⊥)

7
8
9
10

if signed_m ,⊥ then
cache_prevote[signed_m.value] ←< pk, signed_m >

11
12

At time clocki = 2λ, the node performs cryptographic sortition. The selected nodes enter the
Prevote step and vote according to the following rules:
• If RoundIndex is greater than 1, and in the process of RoundIndex-1 where MarkedBlock
is not nil, then it will perform Prevote voting to the labeled Block.
• Or, it performs Prevote voting to the block with the highest Priority from the received
blocks.
If RoundIndex is greater than 1, and MarkedBlock is nil during RoundIndex-1, it means
that there is a block whose Prevote or Precommit votes meeting 2 f +1 in the process of RoundIndex being 1. (In a distributed system, the number of Precommit votes received by some nodes
may meet 2 f + 1, and the number of Prevote votes received may not be satisfied, so use or).
Therefore, in the process where RoundIndex is greater than 1, nodes still vote for this block. In
other words, the system still uses this block as the sole target for consensus, without considering
other blocks. Conversely, if RoundIndex is greater than 1 and MarkedBlock is nil during the
process of RoundIndex-1, it means that there is no block whose Prevote or Precommit votes
meeting 2 f + 1 in the process of RoundIndex being 1. Therefore, Proposers will propose new
blocks for voting nodes to conduct Prevote voting.
1.3.3

Precommit Step

At any time, once the number of Prevote votes for one block received by a node satisfies 2 f + 1,
then it performs cryptographic sortition. When selected, it enters the Precommit step and vote
8
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according to the following rule:
• When the votes of Prevote satisfies 2 f + 1 in a certain block, then it will perform Precommit voting to this block.
In the Precommit step, it is not necessary to set a maximum waiting time and perform
Precommit voting for nil (that is, empty block). Conversely, if the maximum waiting time is
set, such as clocki = 3λ, and Precommit voting is performed on nil at this moment, the process
is redundant. Because if the block’s Prevote votes and Precommit votes do not meet 2 f +1, then
the system will set MarkedBlock nil in the NextIndex step and perform NextIndex voting for
nil, put the system into the Propose step of the next process of consensus. Therefore, Precommit
voting for nil is redundant and will increase the pressure of network data transmission.
Algorithm 8: Precommit(isVote, hash, pk, signed_m):
1 /*Precommit Voting*/
2 if isVote is true then
3
< pk, signed_m >← SortAndGossip(round, index, PRECOMMIT, hash)
/*Precommit Message Processing*/
else if CountVotes(cache_precommit, hash) ≥ valthreshold ∗ T then
Commit(hash)
NextIndex(true, hash, ⊥, ⊥)

4
5
6
7

if signed_m ,⊥ then
cache_precommit[hash] ←< pk, signed_m >

8
9

1.3.4

NextIndex Step

Nodes perform cryptographic sortition, and the selected nodes vote according to the following
rules:
• When clocki ≥ 0, if the number of Prevote votes or Precommit votes of a certain block is
satisfied 2 f + 1, then NextIndex voting is performed on the block.
• When clocki = 4λ, if there are no blocks with 2 f + 1 Prevote votes or 2 f + 1 Precommit
votes, the node performs NextIndex voting for nil.
In condition 1, if the number of Precommit votes meets 2 f + 1, the node will enter the
Commit step while doing NextIndex voting on the block. This method shows that although
a node has entered the Commit step for a block, but the node still wants other nodes to reach
consensus on the block, so it will perform NextIndex voting for the block. Condition 2 indicates
that the node must vote for NextIndex at time clocki = 4λ to enter the NextIndex step to prevent
9
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it from entering the endless waiting stage. Therefore, in the NextIndex phase, a node may vote
twice, while in the Prevote phase and Precommit phase, a node can only vote once.
Algorithm 9: NextIndex(isVote, hash, pk, signed_m)
1 /*NextIndex Voting*/
2 if isVote is true then
3
< pk, signed_m >← SortAndGossip(round, index, NEXT INDEX, hash)
4
marked_block ← hash
/*NextIndex Message Processing*/
else if CountVotes(cache_nextindex, hash) ≥ valthreshold ∗ T then
NextIndex(true, hash, ⊥, ⊥)
StartNewRound(round, next_index)

5
6
7
8

if signed_m ,⊥ then
cache_nextindex[hash] ←< pk, signed_m >

9
10

1.3.5

Commit Step

If the following conditions are met, Then the node enters the Commit step.
• At any time, the number of Precommit votes received by a node for a certain block satisfies
2 f + 1.
Algorithm 10: Commit (hash):
1 block ← cache_block[hash]
2 if block =⊥ then return
3 block.header.validator ← cache_precommit[hash]
4 if ¬Insert(block) then return
5 Gossip(block)
6 StartNewRound(block.height + 1, 1)

In the Commit step, the node writes the Precommit voting information into the block, and
writes the block into the local blockchain. When the block is written into the local blockchain,
the node performs double-spending detection. If there is a double cost, the Commit fails and a
new process of consensus begins. Nodes only perform double-spending detection when writing
blocks to the local blockchain, not at the Propose phase. This method makes the blockchain
system resistant to double-spend attacks on the one hand, and significantly reduces the doublespend verification task of nodes on the other. If there is no double-spend attack, Commit succeeds and the node announces to other nodes in the blockchain system that the system has
reached consensus on a block, so the node broadcasts the block. As a result, other lagging
10
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nodes, once they get the consensus block and successfully write to the local blockchain, will
immediately update their status (that is, enter the new Round protocol) without continuing to
run in the lagging state.

Fig. 1

1.4

Caravel Consensus Mechanism Flow

1.4.1

Sortition Parameters
Backtracking mechanism
To make the seed selection of the round r unpredictable, it is necessary to trace back to the

Proposer and Validator who has mortgaged stakes on round r − k. According to Theorem 2.1, in
a strongly synchronized network, the probability of the attacker calculating k seeds in the future
decreases exponentially with k. Therefore, when the proportion of honest participants is 2/3, let
k = 238, the probability that the attacker can calculate the 238-th seed in the future is 10−18 . In
other words, the system sets the distance k between the Proposer and the Validator’s mortgage
and the seed sufficiently large to ensure that the backtracking mechanism is secure.
11
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Role Threshold
In the Caravel consensus mechanism, each node can mortgage multiple stakes, and the

number of nodes that are drawn is essentially the number of stakes that are drawn in the stakes
of node mortgage. This mortgage is equivalent to one stake per node, with more than one node
being drawn at a time. Let U be the number of members of the consensus committee, and the
number of nodes selected in each round be τ, then the probability of each node being selected
is p =

τ
.
U

Let T be the proportion of votes meeting the requirements, then the number of votes

required to reach consensus is T ∗ τ. Therefore, the smaller T is, the larger τ is.
Therefore, the probability of each node being selected is
 
U 
 
P(K, U) =   pK (1 − p)U−K
K 
Expand the formula to
U!
τ U−K U · · · (U − K + 1) τK
τ U−K
τ K
=
(1 − )
( ) (1 − )
K
U
U
K!
U
K!(U − K)! U
If U is set to be arbitrarily large, the following two equations hold
U · · · (U − K + 1)
=1
UK
τ U
τ U−K (1 − U )
e−τ
(1 − )
=
=
= e−τ
U
1
(1 − τ )K
U

Therefore, the probability of K nodes being selected is
τK −τ
·e
K!

(1.1)

For the Proposer threshold, on the one hand, if the number of proposed blocks is too large,
the network transmission pressure will be increased. On the other hand, if the number of proposed blocks is too small, there will be no proposed blocks in the network. Let τ proposer = 26,
the probability that the number of selected Proposers is in the [1, 70] range is
70
∑
26K −26
e > 1 − 10−11
26!
K=1

For the Validator threshold, let #good be the number of honest committee members and
#bad be the number of malicious committee members, then the consensus system needs to meet
the following two conditions:
1. The number of honest committee members should exceed the number of votes needed to

12
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reach consensus,
#good > T STEP · τSTEP

(1.2)

2. The sum of the half number of honest committee members and the number of all malicious
committee members should not exceed the number of votes required to reach consensus,
1
#good + #bad ≤ T STEP · τSTEP
2

(1.3)

Combining formulas 1.1 and 1.2, the probability that condition 1 is not met is (that is, the
number of honest committee members is less than T STEP · τSTEP ):
P1 =

T STEP
·τSTEP
∑
K=0

(hτSTEP )K −hτSTEP
e
K!

According to formulas 1.1, the probability of #bad = L(that is, the number of malicious
committee members is L) is:

((1 − h)τSTEP )L −(1−h)τSTEP
e
L!

The probability that the number of honest committee members is K and the number of
malicious committee members is L (that is, #good = K and #bad = L) is:
(hτSTEP )K −hτSTEP [(1 − h)τSTEP ]L −(1−h)τSTEP (hτSTEP )K [(1 − h)τSTEP ]L −τSTEP
e
e
=
e
K!
L!
K!
L!
If K + 2L > 2T STEP · τSTEP , then condition 2 is not satisfied, the probability is:
P2 =
∞
∑

∞
∑
K+2L>2T STEP ·τSTEP
∞
∑

L=0 K=max{T STEP ·τSTEP

(hτSTEP )K [(1 − h)τSTEP ]L −τSTEP
e
=
K!
L!

(hτSTEP )K [(1 − h)τSTEP ]L −τSTEP
e
K!
L!
−2L,0}

The probability that conditions 1 and 2 are not satisfied at the same time cannot be greater
than F, generally F = 10−12 or F = 10−18 . In actual deployment, given h, under the premise of
guaranteeing P1 ≤ F and P2 ≤ F, the expected committee size needs to be minimized as much
as possible to reduce the network transmission pressure. Given T STEP and τSTEP , the probability
of meeting conditions 1 and 2 is 1 − F. Then any value greater than τSTEP , and the probability
of meeting conditions 1 and 2 is at least 1 − F, then the relationship between the ratio of τSTEP
and the honest node h needs to be considered.
For a given T STEP , there exists a τSTEP such that the probability of satisfying conditions 1
and 2 is 1 − F. For any value greater than τSTEP , the probability of meeting conditions 1 and 2
is at least 1 − F. And the relationship between τSTEP and honest node proportion h should be
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considered, as shown in the Figure 2.

Fig. 2

the relationship between the size of committees and the proportion of honest nodes

Reference options:
τSTEP = 200, h = 0.9, T STEP = 0.685
τSTEP = 400, h = 0.88, T STEP = 0.685
τSTEP = 2000, h = 0.8, T STEP = 0.685
τSTEP = 10000, h = 0.6, T STEP = 0.74

1.5

Time Parameters
Note: The following value for time parameters are for reference.

1.5.1

Waiting Time
Measured data according to Table 4 in Chapter 4. After the relay network is added, a

message with a size of 1.6kb takes about 0.56 seconds to broadcast to 80% of the nodes in the
entire network, which has 1000 nodes. Among these nodes, the node that has sent the message
will not forward anymore. The number of random connections between the nodes and their
neighbor nodes is between 33 and 100.
1. Refer to the test of network broadcast speed, let the network delay λ = 0.56s;
2. The interval from the Proposer to begin broadcasting its block to the start of the Prevote
voting is 2λ;
3. The time between the start of the consensus and the completion of the collection of Precommit votes is 4λ.

14
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1.5.2

Consensus Timeout
If the system cannot reach consensus, the node needs to change the index value to start

the next process of consensus. Let ΓT imeOut be the consensus timeout value. Normally, the time
frame required to complete a round of consensus is [2λ, 5λ]. Therefore, the timeout period must
meet ΓT imeOut ≥ 5λ, and the reference value at deployment is 3 seconds.
1.5.3

Messages Cache Ratio Pcache
During the RoundIndex change, the system uses a timeout timer and a consensus messages

cache to enable most nodes to quickly synchronize to the same (Round, RoundIndex). Let Pcache
be the proportion of cache messages, then the sum of all the nodes is 1. The reference value
of the messages cache ratio Pcache is 0.6. If the number of nodes in the same process (Round,
RoundIndex) whose messages are received by a node reaches Pcache , this node will compare
the Round and RoundIndex to determine whether to extend or shorten its waiting time. If the
proportion of nodes in one (Round, RoundIndex) reaches Pcache = 0.6, then there is no other
(Round, RoundIndex) also reaches Pcache = 0.6, that is, 0.4 at most. Therefore, there is no case
where the number of ahead nodes and the number of lagging nodes meet the condition at the
same time.

1.6

Voting Ratio in the Beginning
If Block-A has obtained a certain number of votes, another block proposal node just pack-

aged transactions for Block-B, which has a higher priority than Block-A. In this case, in order
to prevent the abandonment of Block-A and re-voting on Block-B, resulting in a further waste
of time and failure to reach consensus, the system set a mechanism that when a block has got a
certain number of votes, other block proposal nodes cannot broadcast their blocks and initiate
voting.
Let p start be the ratio at which voting begins, p start · τSTEP be the number of votes at which
the voting begins, and T STEP · τSTEP be the number of votes required for the Commit phase. If
Block-A has obtained votes in proportion to p start , the proportion of votes obtained by another
block, Block-B, with a higher priority must be less than or equal to 1− p start . However, any block
that is required by the Commit needs to get a vote ratio of T S T EP , which means 1 − p start ≥ T STEP .
Therefore, p start ≤ 1 − T STEP , reference values T STEP = 0.685, p start = 0.3.
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Proof and Analysis

1.7.1

Proof of Security
Note: Let R, RI be the Round, RoundIndex of the current round and process of consensus.

Lemma 1： In the process (R, RI), if no block has 2 f + 1 Prevote votes, then no block has
2 f + 1 Precommit votes.
Proof: The number of system nodes is n, of which there are f Byzantine nodes, n = 3 f +1.
Precommit voting will be performed if and only if honest nodes have collected 2 f + 1 Prevote
votes for a certain block. Therefore, if the number of Prevote votes with any blocks doesn’t reach
2 f + 1, only Byzantine nodes in the system will conduct Precommit voting, and the number of
votes does not exceed f .
Lemma 2： In the process (R, RI), if Block-A has 2 f + 1 Prevote votes, there is no other block
has 2 f + 1 Precommit votes.
Proof: If Block-A has 2 f + 1 Prevote votes, it means in the process at least f + 1 honest
nodes did Prevote voting for Block-A. Even if all the Byzantine nodes and the remaining honest
nodes did Prevote voting for Block-B, the maximum number of Prevote votes for it will be
n − ( f + 1) = 2 f . This is because the honest node only performs one Precommit voting for
Block-A, and does not conduct another Precommit voting for Block-B, Block-B cannot have
2 f + 1 Precommit votes.
Lemma 3： In the process (R, RI), if Block-A has 2 f + 1Prevote votes, there is no other block
has 2 f + 1 NextIndex votes.
Proof: According to Lemma 2, if Block-A has 2 f + 1 Prevote votes, then there is no
other block has 2 f + 1 Precommit votes. According to the NextIndex voting mechanism, only
when the number of Prevote or Precommit votes owned by a certain block reaches 2 f + 1,
honest nodes will conduct NextIndex voting for that block. So honest nodes will only conduct
NextIndex voting for Block-A. Even if all Byzantine nodes conduct NextIndex voting for BlockB, Block-B has at most f NextIndex votes.
Theorem 1： After the system reaches consensus on Block-A, the block with a height H, it
is impossible for another block to reach consensus under this height. That is, the Caravel
consensus mechanism does not fork.
16
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Proof: According to Lemma 2, in the process (R, RI), Block-A has reached consensus by
the system, that is, Block-A has 2 f +1 Prevote votes and 2 f +1 Precommit votes, then Block-B
can’t have 2 f + 1 Precommit votes. In other words, in the same process (R, RI), no two blocks
will have 2 f + 1 Precommit votes. That is, in the same process of consensus, the system will
not reach consensus on two different blocks.
According to Lemma 3, after the current process (R, RI), Block-A has reached consensus
by the system, which means at least f + 1 honest nodes had collected 2 f + 1 Prevote votes, and
set Block-A be the MarkedBlock, only conducted NextIndex voting for Block-A.
In the process (R, RI + 1), there will be nodes that continue to conduct Prevote voting for
Block-A, so the fork situation for the system is most likely that other nodes conduct Prevote
voting for another block, namely Block-B.
Let #RI+1 denote the number of nodes entering the process (R, RI+1), #A denote the number
of honest nodes that conduct Prevote voting for Block-A, and #B denote the number of nodes
that conduct Prevote voting for Block-B.
In the worst case, only one honest node has collected enough Precommit votes to enter the
Commit phase without entering the next process (R, RI + 1). In this case,
#RI+1 = n − 1 = 3 f
#A ≥ ( f + 1) − 1 = f
#B = #RI+1 − #A ≤ 2 f
In the best case, at least f + 1 honest nodes have collected enough Precommit votes to
enter the Commit phase without entering the next process (R, RI + 1). In this case,
#RI+1 ≤ n − ( f + 1) = 2 f
#A = ( f + 1) − ( f + 1) = 0
#B = #RI+1 − #A ≤ 2 f
To sum up, in the process (R, RI +1), there will not be another block that can collect 2 f +1
Prevote votes. According to Lemma 1.1, no new block will be reached consensus in the process
(R, RI + 1).
The nodes participating in the process (R, RI + 1) of consensus will enter the process
(R, RI + 2) after collecting 2 f + 1 NextIndex votes or waiting for timeout to start a new process
of consensus. Nodes will conduct NextIndex voting in clocki = 4λ, which is currently set to
λ = 0.56s and ΓT imeOut ≥ 5λ. Therefore, nodes will enter the process (R, RI + 2) after 2.2
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seconds at the earliest.
As shown in the Figure 3, according to the P2P test data, in a system with 1000 nodes, it
takes about 1.2 seconds to broadcast a packet of 2M in size to 60% of the nodes of the entire
network, and about 1.5 seconds to broadcast to 80% of nodes in the entire network, both less
than 2.2 seconds. This means that before entering the process (R, RI + 2) more than 80% of the
nodes participating in the process (R, RI + 1) of consensus will receive Block-A broadcasted
by the node agreeing on the process (R, RI), thus ending the consensus at the current height H.

Fig. 3

1.7.2

Time required for a 2M data packet to be broadcast

Proof of Liveness

Theorem 2： In a strong synchronization environment, all honest nodes will eventually reach
a consensus on a block.
Proof: During the process (R, RI) of consensus, the system cannot reach a consensus on a
certain block can be summarized as the following two cases:
1. No block gets 2 f + 1 Prevote votes;
2. Block-A gets 2 f + 1 Prevote votes, but does not get 2 f + 1 Precommit votes.
This section will prove that even if the above two situations occur, Caravel consensus
mechanism will still reach a consensus on a block.
In case 1, since there is no block that obtained 2 f + 1 Prevote votes, all honest blocks will
conduct NextIndex voting for the empty block nil. In the next process (R, RI + 1), these honest
nodes will perform cryptographic sortition, and the nodes selected as Proposer will propose
new blocks and broadcast them. If all nodes are in the same process of consensus, in a strong
synchronization environment, there will always be a block recognized by honest nodes, and
finally consensus is reached. If the nodes are in different rounds of consensus, the system cannot
18
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collect enough Prevote votes. The timeout mechanism and message cache update mechanism
in Caravel will allow nodes to synchronize to the same process of consensus in a short period
of time.
Case 2 can be further subdivided based on whether the number of NextIndex votes for
Block-A collected by nodes meets 2 f + 1.
Case 2.1: If all honest nodes conducted NextIndex voting for Block-A, then the number
of NextIndex votes for Block-A meets 2 f + 1. In this case, when all honest nodes enter the
process (R, RI + 1) of consensus, they will conduct Prevote voting for Block-A, so the number
of Prevote votes on Block-A will reach 2 f + 1. In a strong synchronization environment, all
honest nodes will collect 2 f + 1 Prevote votes, and then conduct Precommit votes, so that the
number of Precommit votes reaches 2 f + 1, and finally reach consensus on Block-A.
Case 2.2: Due to network disconnection and other reasons, not all honest nodes conducted
NextIndex voting for Block-A, that is, the number of NextIndex votes on Block-A was less
than 2 f + 1. In this case, if all honest nodes are in the process (R, RI + 1) of consensus, at least
one honest node will conduct Prevote voting for Block-A, and other honest nodes will re-draw
Proposers, propose new blocks and broadcast them. According to Lemma 1.1, if no block can
collect 2 f +1 Prevote votes, all nodes will conduct NextIndex voting for the empty block nil, so
that in the new process (R, RI + 2) of consensus, the proposed block is re-drawn. According to
Lemma 1.2, if a block collects 2 f + 1 Prevote votes, in a strong synchronization environment,
the block will eventually collect 2 f + 1 Precommit votes to reach consensus. If all honest nodes
are in different rounds of consensus, according to Caravel’s timeout mechanism and message
cache update mechanism, all honest nodes will eventually achieve synchronization in the same
process of (R, RI ′ )consensus, where RI ′ > RI, and the system will re-draw to propose blocks.
Besides, the Caravel consensus mechanism includes 4 key mechanisms, namely the start
of voting ratio p start , broadcast rules, message cache update mechanism, and timeout timer, to
ensure the system’s liveness.
• Start voting ratio p start : If Block-A, which has a lower priority, has obtained a certain
proportion of votes, a different block Block-B cannot be proposed even if it has a higher
priority. Therefore, start voting ratio p start prevents the system from discarding Block-A
and re-voting for Block-B, which results in a waste of time and failure to reach consensus.
• Broadcast rule: Nodes only rebroadcast the current highest priority block, and interrupts
the broadcast of other non-highest priority blocks. This rule can alleviate the pressure of
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network transmission, thereby reducing network congestion problems and helping the
system to reach consensus.
• Message cache update mechanism: If the Timestamp of the new message of the same
node is larger than the corresponding Timestamp in the local buffer, then the corresponding (Round, RoundIndex, Timestamp) of the node is updated; if the Timestamp distance
is now beyond the specified period, such as lager then 2 seconds, the expired messages
will be cleared. Therefore, the message cache update mechanism makes the nodes as
synchronized as possible, which is conducive to consensus.
• Timeout timer: At time clocki = 4λ, the node must conduct NextIndex voting to enter
the NextIndex phase. Therefore, the timeout timer prevents nodes from entering endless
waits to reach consensus.
Finally, for security and liveness, some nodes cannot enter the Commit phase because
they have not got enough Prevote or Precommit votes. The system will use a synchronization
mechanism to keep the status of each node as consistent as possible.
1.7.3

Comprehensive Analysis
In the Caravel consensus system, the division of nodes into Senate nodes and House nodes

makes it harder for attackers to attack the consensus system. Specifically, the weight of honest
participants in the system is h, and the weight of attackers is 1 − h. If nodes are not divided
into Senate nodes and House nodes, the probability that an attacker makes the system appear k
consecutive dishonest blocks is

(

(1 − h)(1 + h)
f (k) ≤
h

)k−1
· (1 − h) ≤ (0.84)k

(1.4)

The above inequality is taken from Theorem 3, where h ≥ 2/3. If the attacker mortgages
the weight of 1 − h to Senate nodes and House nodes proportionally, the probability that the
attacker makes the system appear k consecutive dishonest blocks is
f ′ (k) ≤ (0.84)2k

(1.5)

Therefore, the division of nodes into Senate nodes and House nodes makes it more difficult
for an attacker to attack the consensus system. However, this division makes it more difficult
for honest blocks to become consensus blocks. If the attacker mortgages all the weights to
Senate nodes or House nodes, this situation is not conducive to the system to reach consensus.
In summary, the division of nodes into Senate nodes and House nodes will lead to a decrease
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in system liveness and an increase in security. Comprehensive test analysis shows that if the
value of the timeout timer is appropriately increased each round, and the start voting ratio p start ,
broadcast rules, and message cache update mechanism are strictly implemented, the system
liveness is reduced less and the security is greatly improved.
1.7.4

Complexity Analysis
The NextIndex negotiation mechanism in the system is very important to reduce the com-

plexity of the Byzantine fault tolerant system. If Block-A, the block in the height of H, has
2 f + 1 Prevote votes in process (R, RI), but it can’t become a consensus block as it does not
have 2 f + 1 Precommit votes. Then the NextIndex negotiation mechanism enables system verifiers to conduct Prevote and Precommit voting for Block-A in the next process in hopes of
reaching consensus, without the need for the system to reselect the block proposers to broadcast
new blocks, thereby saving communication consumption.
Specifically, if the NextIndex negotiation mechanism is absent, the system will re-select
the block proposers to package transactions in process (R, RI + 1) and completes the block
broadcast. In the best case, only one block proposer is selected in the system, and only one
proposed block is broadcast. If the size of a block is x bytes, and the number of nodes connected
to each node in the system is y, then the amount of data that a node needs to receive and send
is xy bytes. In the worst case, the number of participating nodes in the system is large enough,
according to the cryptographic sortition mechanism and threshold setting, 72 block proposers
will be selected, that is, 72 blocks will be broadcast in the system. Therefore, in this case, the
amount of data that each node needs to receive and send is 72xy bytes.
Therefore, if the NextIndex negotiation mechanism is missing, it is proposed that the additional communication consumption required for the new block is at least xy bytes. If the
NextIndex negotiation mechanism is used, there is no need to propose a new block, but an additional NextIndex voting process is required. Each NextIndex voting message is 293 bytes,
so the communication consumption of this process is 293 · (2 f + 1)y bytes. Therefore, if the
following condition is true,
xy > 293 · (2 f + 1)y
then the NextIndex negotiation mechanism can save communication consumption.
It can be obtained from the value of the role threshold parameter in 1.4.2 that the number of
voting nodes drawn in each round will be less than 2000, that is, n < 2000, and f =
21
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Let f = 666, then 293 · (2 · 666 + 1) < 382 · 210 , so if a block is larger than 382kB, using the
NextIndex negotiation mechanism can reduce communication consumption.
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Chapter 2

2.1

Synchronization and Storage

Basic Concepts
All nodes are divided into three categories, i.e., archive nodes, full nodes, and light nodes.
• Archive Nodes: An archive node stores all the data from the genesis block, saves all
intermediate states, and provides the most complete and comprehensive functions.
• Full Nodes: A full node is a fully functional node that has been pruned and stores all data
since the genesis block and the intermediate state of several recent blocks; Any one can
query any historical transactions, receipts, and recent accounts status locally. At the same
time, the historical state at any time can be derived from the full node.
• Light Nodes: A light node stores verified and trusted block hashes and block headers, as well as some necessary state data. Arbitrary data can be queried from the peer
node as needed and validated locally. It provides the function of querying and verifying
blockchain data in the most lightweight storage mode. According to the device resources,
the latest full data can also be stored and the function of participating in consensus can be
provided.

2.2

Basic Tools

2.2.1

Merkle Tree
Merkle Tree is a common data structure in blockchain technology. It organizes transac-

tion hashes in the form of a binary tree. As shown in Figure 4(a), the lowest level is the leaf
nodes of the tree, which is used to store data such as transactions, block numbers, and hashes.
The topmost level is the root hash value. The nodes in the middle level are excessive hash values. The tree hierarchy has a logarithmic relationship with the number of transactions, that is
log2 (N). For example, if you have 1024 transactions or block numbers and hashes, there will be
10 middle levels. As shown in Figure 4(b), if Alice needs to prove to Bob that a transaction or
data A belongs to a block, then Alice only needs to give A, H(B), and H(H(C)+H(D)), then he
can prove that this transaction or data is really in the block. Based on these data, Bob can gradually calculate H(A), H(H(A)+H(B)), and verify whether H(H(H(A)+H(B))+H(H(C)+H(D)))
is equal to the root hash value contained in the block header. If they are equal, then accept,
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otherwise reject. Therefore, the Merkle Tree data structure has the following three advantages:
• Perform regular hash compression on the transaction list with variable number and size
to obtain the root hash value and store it in the block header, so that the block header can
be transmitted and processed independently;
• Just providing a small amount of data can prove whether a certain transaction is legal;
• The Hash function is introduced, so that the modification of any one bit will affect the
huge change of Merkle root, so it’s with high security.

(a) MerkelStructure

(b) Existence proof based on Merkle
tree

Fig. 4

2.2.2

Merkel Tree

Merkle Patricia Tree
Merkle Patricia Tree is also called Merkle Patricia Trie (MPT). MPT combines the advan-

tages of the Merkel tree and the Trie tree, that is, to achieve effective compression of the height
of the Trie tree while retaining the higher security of the Merkel tree. In the MPT tree, if a parent
node has only one child node, the parent node will merge with its child nodes. Therefore, the
MPT tree shortens the unnecessary depth in the Trie tree and greatly speeds up the search. In
addition, the node-to-node connection is calculated using a hash function. As shown in Figure
5, a new node calculates the hash value of the next nodes, and then stores the correspondence
between the hash value and the actual node in the [key, value] database. If an attacker tampers
with the value of the coin node, it needs to modify the hash value in the puppy node. Subsequently, the hash value in the verb node needs to be modified to the hash value of the root node.
Therefore, the user only needs to verify whether the hash value of the root node is consistent,
and then can determine whether the underlying data is correct. The tree structure involved in
this paper will be implemented using this data structure.
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Fig. 5

Merkle Patricia Tree

MPT has the following advantages and disadvantages:
• Advantages: the MPT tree greatly reduces the data size and has high security.
• Disadvantages: with the continuous insertion and deletion of subsequent nodes, the original nodes may change, and it is possible to constantly split or merge new nodes.
2.2.3

Canonical Hash Trie
CHT is a canonical hash tree composed of blockNumber → [blockHash] mapping pairs.

Starting from the genesis block, a verified block number and block hash mapping pair are constructed into an MPT tree. Record the tree root every δ (e.g. δ = 32768) and record it as CHT
[i] (where i is a positive integer). If the node knows the root of the CHT[i] tree, it can initiate a request to the peer node to obtain the block header of any Nth block (where N < i · δ),
and verify the block header according to the corresponding Merkel proof. Different consensus
makes different mechanisms for building a CHT. For example, under the Proof of Work (PoW)
mechanism, the canonical chain is confirmed based on the longest chain rule, so the Ethereum
will build the CHT when and only when it got more than 2048 block confirmations for security.

2.3
2.3.1

Key Problems
Slow Data Synchronization
When a new light node needs to be synchronized to the latest block, it is necessary to verify

whether the block header is valid. Therefore, light nodes need to verify whether validators’
votes are legal. The verification of the vote requires the seed provided by the previous block
and the deposit on a previous block, so the light node needs to further verify the legitimacy of the
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previous block. However, due to a large amount of deposit information data, it is not possible
to directly store it in the block header. In addition, the amount of voting data is relatively large.
Therefore, if the legitimacy of the block header is verified block by block from the genesis
block, it will involve a large amount of data synchronization, cache, and storage. This will put
tremendous pressure on resources such as bandwidth and memory of light nodes.
Key problem 1: How can a new light node be quickly and correctly synchronized to
the latest block?
2.3.2

Hard Data Authentication
Because light nodes cannot implement independent and complete full-node functions, they

must rely on proof data provided by external systems to make judgments. However, if the proof
data provided by the external system itself is wrong, the light node can never make a correct
judgment.
Key problem 2: How can a light node make a correct judgment for any transaction?
2.3.3

High Data Storage
The blockchain system needs to handle each transaction as quickly as possible, so it is nec-

essary to improve the system throughput rate or the consensus speed. However, this generates
a lot of data. If you want to deploy light nodes to mobile devices, you need as little storage
space as possible. However, the existing linear compression technology, that is, storing only
the block header without storing transaction data, cannot solve the storage problem caused by
rapid data growth.
Key problem 3: How to compress data in order to deploy light nodes to mobile devices
with low storage capacity?

2.4
2.4.1

Jumping Synchronization Technology
Jumping Synchronization Technology Introduction
In terms of data structure, the blockchain is a chain structure, so that each block depends

on the previous block or blocks until the genesis block. If a blockchain runs for a long time, the
data on the chain will be very large. For a new node to participate in the system, the node needs
to synchronize from the first block until the latest block. However, because the blockchain is
a distributed system, nodes cannot know whether the data which they synchronizing is correct.
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Therefore, nodes need to verify each block and every transaction on the block one by one in
accordance with the complete verification process. However, this process requires significant
computing and storage resources. Therefore, fast synchronization needs to be considered for
both light and full nodes. Otherwise, data synchronization will not be possible or it will take a
long time to complete.
YOUChain uses a special Caravel consensus mechanism. The consensus mechanism is
non-forkable, or the probability of forking is negligible. Based on this feature, the data synchronization scheme proposed in this section not only designs special data structures for light
nodes, but also enables all nodes to securely and quickly synchronize to the latest block. In
addition, once the block verification is passed, the block can be finally confirmed, that is, no
rollback problem will occur in the future.

Fig. 6

Blockchain data structure with a step size of c (c = 8)

Let c be the jumping step size, b = k · c, where k ≥ 1. If the node needs to verify the
correctness of rth block, the node only needs to verify whether the seed in the r − cth block and
stake in the r−bth block are valid. As shown in Figure 6, if the step size is c = 8, k = 10, b = 80,
then the node can directly verify whether the i + 8th block is valid based on the stake on the
i+8−80th block and the seed in the ith block. Therefore, the node performs jumping verification
on subsequent blocks until it catches up with the latest 8 blocks, and then performs verification
one by one.
Therefore, light nodes only need to validate and store the block validation set in multiples
of c, rather than validate and store the validation set in other blocks.
2.4.2

Security Analysis
For the above-mentioned fast synchronization scheme, security problems need to be con-

sidered first: how can an attacker fork the blockchain or forge a chain? As shown in Figure 7,
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there are two types of attacks: block forgery attacks and seed tampering attacks.
• Block forgery attack. The attacker continuously forged b blocks starting from r, then
update the Senate Nodes and House Nodes and their deposit in the forged block into the
attacker’s controlled nodes. From r + bth block, attackers can then maintain the growth
of the fake chain according to the normal consensus mechanism.
• Seed Tampering Attack. Assume that the attacker uses the tampered seed′ in the r − cth
block and the deposit in the r − bth (b > c) block to execute cryptographic sortition to
obtain the high priority to propose and sufficient votings for the rth block, thereby, the
rth block is generated. Therefore, after continuously tampering with seeds for c blocks,
an attacker can forge a chain.
Under the premise of not violating the Caravel consensus mechanism, that is, most of the
stakes are in the hands of honest nodes, the blocks containing malicious transactions cannot get
enough votes, and cannot be a block on the canonical chain. Therefore, if the new node is synchronizing data with a synchronization step smaller than or equal to c, it must be able to discover
whether the chain is correct. In other words, if an attacker forges b blocks in succession, the
node must be able to determine that at least one of the blocks is forged. Similarly, if an attacker
continuously tampers with seeds for c blocks, the node must be able to determine that at least
one of the seeds has been tampered with. Therefore, the above-mentioned fast synchronization
scheme is secure.

Fig. 7

Blockchain fork

On the other hand, if the Caravel consensus is implemented based on the deposit in block
r − b and the seed in block r − c, instead of the original deposit in block r − k and the seed in
block r − 1. Does this affect the security of the Caravel consensus mechanism? The answer is
no. Because in the Caravel consensus mechanism, the security of the sortition depends on the
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choice of the key parameter k. The key parameter k can limit the attacker’s attack ability so that
they cannot control the k consecutive blocks or predict the seed on the k block in the future. If
the Caravel consensus mechanism uses the seeds in block r − 1 and the deposit in block r − k,
and the proportion of honest users is h, then there is an upper limit on the probability of the
malicious user achieving that goal and the following conclusion.
Theorem 3： Under strong synchrony, the probability that the attacker can compute the next
k selection seeds decreases exponentially with k.
Proof: Let f (k) be the probability of occurrence of k consecutive malicious blocks, obviously f (1) = 1 − h. The node draws based on the seeds of r round. If there are x attacker
subsets in the r + 1th round with the highest priority, the attacker has x + 1 operating space
(including the case of empty blocks) to control the seed of the round. The attacker can generate
k + 1consecutive malicious blocks if and only if the attacker chooses a seed from the x + 1
block to follow the rth block, and then can generate at least k consecutive malicious blocks.
The probability of selecting a seed from x + 1 block and subsequently generating k consecutive
malicious blocks is lower than the (x + 1) f (k) cumulative probability.
f (k + 1) ≤
=

∞
∑
x=1

∞
∑

Pr [Adv_has_x_seeds_with_highest_priorities] · (x + 1) f (k)

x=1

(1 − h) x · h · (x + 1) f (k) =

(1 − h)(1 + h)
f (k)
h

According to induction
(
)k−1
(
)k−1
(1 − h)(1 + h)
(1 − h)(1 + h)
f (k) ≤
· f (1) =
· (1 − h)
h
h
Since the proportion of honest participants h ≥ 2/3,
1
f (k) ≤ (0.84)k−1 ≤ (0.84)k
3
Therefore, the probability that an attacker can control k consecutive blocks is f (k) ≤ 0.84k .
The attacker’s ability to attack can be limited by the selection of the key parameter k. If k = 238
then f (238) ≤ 10−18 , so the attacker’s control ability is negligible. If h = 3/4 and k = 77 the
Caravel consensus mechanism is secure enough.
According to the above theorem, if the value of k is large enough, high security can be
achieved. Similarly, the security is also applicable in the environment where the seed in the
r − c block and the deposit in the r − b block (where b > c) are used. Let b = c + k, so the
whole setting can be seen as seedr = r − c, staker = r − c − k, c > 1. At this time, before the r
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round consensus is reached, it is assumed that a malicious user can control and predict the seed
on the future r + x block. Based on the previous argument, we are convinced that x < k; At the
same time, the deposit on the rth block will not take effect until the r + c + k round, and the seed
used by the r + c + k round is seedr+k . Since r + x < r + k, the attacker cannot predict the seed
of the round seedr+k . In other words, the probability that the attacker can successfully predict
the seed of the r + k round is negligible. Therefore, an attacker cannot intentionally adjust the
deposit on the rth block in order to expect a special advantage in the future.
2.4.3

Performance Analysis
Compared with the step-by-step synchronization technology (that is, the new node strictly

verifies the correctness of each block), the synchronization speed of the jumping synchronization technology proposed in this section can increase c times (usually c = 8). And the storage
overhead of light nodes is reduced to 1/c, which has obvious advantages. On the other hand,
although the jumping synchronization technology makes the node synchronization speed increase c times, the synchronization time still linearly increases with the data on the blockchain.
After the blockchain system has been running for a long time, it still cannot be applied to mobile
devices with low computing and storage capabilities. Therefore, more advanced fast synchronization technology and storage technology need to be further considered.

2.5
2.5.1

Leaping Synchronization Technology
Leaping Synchronization Technology Introduction
YOUChain uses CHT technology to construct canonical hash trees from verified block

hashes to solve problems such as fast synchronization and historical data pruning. For CHT
technology, the creation and verification of CHT trees should be considered.
Because Ethereum uses the PoW consensus mechanism, verifying the validity of a header
does not depend on data outside the block header, so validation is relatively quick. Therefore,
the light nodes in Ethereum can synchronize the header chain formed by the block header from
the genesis block, and then construct the CHT locally. When the new node is synchronized to a
certain height and compared with the checkpoint, the canonical chain can be determined. The
downside, however, is that due to the forkable nature of the POW consensus mechanism, the
nodes need to have a sufficient number of confirmations of the block before constructing the
CHT (currently 2048 is used in Ethereum).
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Based on the Caravel consensus mechanism’s non-forkable nature and considering the
relative difficulty of full block header validation, this section proposes an Additional Chain of
Canonical Hash Tries (ACoCHT) technology, combined with Trusted Checkpoint mechanisms,
to achieve leaping synchronization of data.
Starting from the genesis block, for the block that is finalized the identification information,
namely the block number and the block hash, is organized to construct the canonical hash tree.
Specifically, this section constructs an MPT tree with blockNumber : blockHash key-value
pairs. For each δ block, the root is recorded as CHT[i] which i ≥ 1, and the root CHT[i]
is stored in the block header of the i · δth block. After the completion of the construction, a
CHT chain is attached to the blockchain at an interval of δ, which is called Additional Chain of
Canonical Hash Tries: ACoCHT. However, to verify that ACoCHT, you still need to validate
the entire header chain, so let’s tackle that challenge.
To quickly verify that ACoCHT is correct, there are two solutions, the Caravel consensus
mechanism for achieving consensus on CHT roots and the trusted checkpoint mechanism. In
addition, both schemes can be used simultaneously.
The first option, based on the Caravel consensus mechanism, achieves consensus on CHT
roots. After completing the Caravel consensus, each r block which r = i · δ, using the set of
Senate Nodes on block r−2δ and the seed on block r−δ, selects a new set of voters with a smaller
expected value T ac , e.g., T ac = 100. The selected nodes vote on the block r and broadcast, and
other nodes in the network collect and verify the validity of the vote. If valid, form the CHT
witness, otherwise reject. If the CHT witness vote is greater than a certain threshold thresac , the
CHT witness takes effect.
The second option is the trusted checkpoint mechanism. Using a centralized mechanism,
set a CHT at a certain height as a trusted checkpoint. Therefore, the new node can directly
synchronize the CHT to the trusted checkpoint, that is, the header before that checkpoint does
not need to be verified for correctness and is directly considered to be trusted. Then, only
the headers after the trust checkpoint need to be verified. The trusted checkpoint mechanism
consists of two schemes, the hard-coded scheme and the checkpoint oracle scheme.
Hardcoding scheme refers to writing trusted checkpoints directly into code as constants.
The checkpoint oracle scheme is the distribution of data through smart contracts so that all
nodes can be queried. However, the contract administrator’s public key or address needs to be
hard-coded directly into the code. All nodes are then able to verify that the data in the contract
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is supplied by these designated administrators to determine whether the data in the contract is
trustworthy. The advantages and disadvantages of the two schemes are shown in Table 1.
The problem of centralization caused by hardcoding schemes and checkpoint oracle schemes
is reasonable in specific scenarios. First, a trusted checkpoint is simply an additional validation
of block information that has historically been agreed upon, allowing light nodes to quickly
synchronize data. This process is open and transparent, and any user can check the validation;
Second, with the exception of light nodes, all nodes are independent of trusted checkpoints.
After the trust checkpoint, the light node still needs to verify the validity of the latest block according to the consensus mechanism. If the trusted checkpoint is maliciously tampered with, it
is impossible to form a compliant chain structure with the latest block. The above two points can
well prevent the possibility of fraud of the trusted checkpoint. Therefore, the establishment of
trusted checkpoints for CHT root authentication does not affect the decentralized characteristics
of the blockchain system.
Tab. 1

Comparison for Hardcoding Scheme and Checkpoint Oracle Scheme

Schemes

Advantages

Hardcoding

Easy to implement

Checkpoint Oracle

1. Updated by the contract manager;
2. Legacy nodes can always access
to the latest checkpoints

Disadvantages
1.Update with the new version of software
2. Legacy nodes cannot use the new
checkpoint; 3. Centralization.
1. Relatively complicated implementation;
2. Centralization; 3. Administrator’s private
key security problem (leaked or lost)

The problem of centralization caused by hardcoding schemes and checkpoint oracle schemes
is reasonable in specific scenarios. First, a trusted checkpoint is simply an additional validation
of block information that has historically been agreed upon, allowing light nodes to quickly
synchronize data. This procedure is open and transparent, and any user can check the validation; Second, Nodes except the light nodes don’t rely on the trusted checkpoints. After the trust
checkpoint, the light node still needs to verify the validity of the latest block according to the
consensus mechanism. If the trusted checkpoint is maliciously tampered with, it is impossible
to form a compliant chain structure with the latest block. The above two points can well prevent
the possibility of fraud of the trusted checkpoint. Therefore, the trusted checkpoints for CHT
root does not affect the decentralized characteristics of the blockchain system.
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2.5.2

Security Analysis
The validator set of the i · δth block provides security by voting on the root of CHT on the

(i + 2) · δth block based on the seed of the (i + 1) · δth block. Therefore, the CHT root provides
security authentication for the hash values from block (i+1)·δ to block (i+2)·δ−1. Therefore,
in any k (1 ≤ k ≤ i · δ − 1) blocks within the scope of the CHT, the attacker cannot insert an
invalid block.
Similar to the Caravel consensus mechanism, the system needs to meet Liveness and Security requirements on the CHT witness. In terms of Liveness, the analytical approach is consistent with the Caravel consensus mechanism. Select the appropriate mathematical expectation
T ac and threshold thresac of the sortition, so that the probability fl of all participants sort honestly for the total number of votes kac < T ac ∗ thresac is small enough that it can be considered
that it will not happen, for example fl < 10−18 . Therefore, the Liveness of the CHT witness is
guaranteed.
In terms of security, this differs from the security requirements of the Caravel consensus
mechanism. Because the CHT witness is based on the security of the Caravel consensus mechanism, as long as one of the CHT witnesses is honest, it is certain that all the honest people in
the network will ultimately agree on the validity of the CHT witness. Therefore, the probability
of security witnessed by CHT kac is equivalent to the probability of at least one honest person.
If the probability of all the lottery results kac being attackers is f s , an acceptable value range can
be set to f s , for example f s < 10−18 , as the security guarantee of the CHT witness.
2.5.3

Performance Analysis
If ACoCHT is voted on the chain using the Caravel consensus mechanism as the basis,

the synchronization speed of the leaping synchronization proposed in this section can be increased by a multiple of δ/c times over the jumping synchronization, in general, δ = 32768, c =
8, δ/c = 4096, have significant advantages. If the trusted checkpoint mechanism is used to complete the detection of ACoCHT from the 0th to the i · δ − 1 (i ≥ 1) block, where the verification
time is close to 0, the synchronization speed is faster, because the node only needs to gradually
verify the blocks after the i · δ block. Therefore, the leaping synchronization technology almost
solves the problem of fast synchronization. However, the problem of linear data growth has not
been solved.
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Hybrid Synchronization Technology

2.6.1

Hybrid Synchronization Technology Introduction
Combined with the jumping synchronization technology and leaping synchronization tech-

nology proposed above, as shown in Figure 8, the following hybrid synchronization technology
is proposed to further improve the data synchronization speed.

Fig. 8

Hybrid Synchronization Technology

This section combines leaping synchronization technology, jumping synchronization technology and step by step synchronization technology to achieve the following hybrid synchronization technology,
• First, it synchronizes directly to the i · σ block in a leaping way.
• Then, it synchronizes to the i · δ + k · cth block in a jumping way with the step c;
• Finally, gradually synchronize to the latest blocks.
2.6.2

Security Analysis and Performance Analysis
The hybrid synchronization technology is similar to the way humans travel: aircraft-car-

and-walk. Obviously, the security of hybrid synchronization technology is equivalent to that of
jump synchronization technology and leaping synchronization technology.

Fig. 9

Performance Advantages of Hybrid Synchronization Technology

As shown in Figure 9, the number of validations to be performed by hybrid synchronization
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technology increases in a zigzag relation with block height, while the complexity of synchronization increases in a logarithmic relation. Therefore, hybrid synchronization technology can
solve the problem of fast synchronization of nodes. Hybrid synchronization technology fully
combines the performance advantages of leaping synchronization technology and jumping synchronization technology, so the performance is further improved.

2.7
2.7.1

Lightweight Storage Technology
Lightweight Storage Technology Introduction
Based on the above fast synchronization and validation mechanism, this section describes

the simplification of storage data for light nodes. As shown in Figure 10, block data contains
block header data and block body data.

Fig. 10

Block Data Structure

The block header includes the following four types of data: (1) basic block chain data, including block number, parentHash, stateRoot: global state status root; txRoot: transaction root
of this block; receiptsRoot: receipt root of this block; (2) consensus-related data, including basic information required by the consensus mechanism, miner: block proposer address; gasLimit
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and gasUsed: gas fee information; timestamp: block proposal timestamp; slashData: penalty
information; mixHash: consensus type; signature: signature of block proposer; validator: validator voting data; (3) supplementary information, including logsBloom for the implementation
of bloom filtering, additional information extraData that can be added by the block proposer;
(4) data fast synchronization, including valRoot: current valid validator set of root; chtRoot:
CHT root; bltRoot: for batch bloom filtering; chtCertificates: additional CHT witness voting
data. In the block header data in Figure 10, the data of the dotted box does not participate in
the block hash calculation, and the unforgeability of the data is guaranteed based on the digital
signature algorithm.
The block body includes the following two kinds of data: the first is the transaction list in
the solid wireframe, which is the basic data of the block body and will be involved in the process of network transmission. The other is the data represented by the dotted box. Canonical
hash tries and bloombits tries can be built through historical block data, and consistency can
be guaranteed through chtRoot and bltRoot in block header. Several other types of data, such
as the state tree, the receipt tree, and the validator set tree, can be built from the corresponding
data in the parent block by executing the transaction list. In some scenarios, such as fast synchronization, the data can be downloaded directly from other nodes in the network, and then
the consistency is guaranteed by the corresponding root in the block header.
In the block chain based on the PoW consensus mechanism, to verify the block legitimacy,
only the block header data needs to be verified. However, in a block chain based on the BFT
consensus mechanism, in addition to the block header data, there is also a need for validator
information that is eligible to participate in the vote, which in YOUChain is the data contained
in the validator tries. Therefore, in the simplest case, the light node needs to store the following
three data:
1. Block header of block i · δ (including CHT voting data chtCertificates, without validators’
voting data) and validator set tree;
2. After the last block r in the latest CHT[i], store the block header for each block except the
validators’ vote data. In addition, validator information at interval c is needed to complete
block header validation;
3. Cache the validator information for the latest approximately b (b = 80) blocks so that the
Caravel consensus mechanism can validate the latest block headers.
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2.7.2

Security Analysis and Performance Analysis
In terms of security, according to the security analysis of jumping synchronization tech-

nology and leaping synchronization technology, the above-mentioned lightweight storage is
secure. In terms of performance, jumping synchronization technology and leaping synchronization technology solve the problem of fast synchronization of a new node. Therefore, the
light node only stores the validator information at an interval of c and the block header of other
blocks, which greatly reduces the data storage pressure. However, the amount of data that light
nodes need to store still increases linearly with the number of blocks. In order to achieve a
higher system throughput, a higher block frequency is required, and the storage of light nodes
will produce a great pressure. Therefore, the data needs to be further compressed.

2.8

Data Compression
As shown in Figure 10, data other than the validator information is about 900+bytes. Each

validator (containing the necessary consensus data, such as round data, votes, VRF proof, signatures, etc.) has about 212bytes. The Caravel consensus will involve voting on both types of
nodes, or about 40KB if there are 200 verifiers. At the rate of one block every 3 seconds, there
are 28,800 blocks per day, with a total block header of about 1.1GB, and 10,517,760 blocks per
year, with a total block header data of about 401GB. If the validator information is not taken into
account, it is about 26MB per day, or about 9.27GB per year. So whether it’s full nodes or light
nodes, blockchain data storage is a huge problem. There are even cases where the block header
is larger than the block body. Therefore, the YOUChain system needs to use data compression
algorithms to reduce the storage burden.
2.8.1

Symbols
We use E/Fq to denote an elliptic curve with coefficients in Fq . For r ≥ 1, we use E(Fqr )to

denote the group of points on E in Fqr . We use |E(Fqr )| to denote the number of points in E(Fqr ).
• G1 and G2 are two (multiplicative) cyclic groups of prime order p
• g1 is a fixed generator of G1 and g2 is a fixed generator of G2 ;
• ψ is an isomorphism from G2 to G1 , with ψ(g2 ) = g1 ; and
• e is a bilinear map e: G1 × G2 → GT .
Bilinear Maps
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1. G1 , G2 , GT are three cyclic groups of prime order p
2. g1 is a fixed generator of G1 and g2 is a fixed generator of G2 ;
3. e is a bilinear map e: G1 × G2 → GT .
4. A bilinear map is a map with the following properties:
• Bilinear: for all a, b ∈ Z ∗ , u ∈ G1 , v ∈ G2 , e(ua , vb ) = e(u, v)ab ;
• Non-degenerate:e(g1 , g2 ) , 1.
Therefore, e(g1 , g2 )is a generator of GT .
2.8.2

BLS Signature
Let (G1 , G2 ) be a co-GDH group pair where |G1 | = |G2 | = p. A signature σ is an element

of G1 . The signature scheme comprises three algorithms, KeyGen, S ign, and Veri f y. It makes
use of a full-domain hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → G1 .
• Key generation:Pick random x←R Z p and compute v = g2x . The public key is v ∈ G2 .
The private key is x.
• Signing: Given a private key x ∈ Z p , and a message M, compute
σ = H(M) x
The signature is σ.
• Verification:Given a public key v, a message M, and a signature σ, compute
e(H(M), v) = e(σ, g2 )
If the equation holds, output valid; if not, output invalid.
2.8.3

Aggregate Signature
The above BLS signature has the following key properties: The BLS signature scheme

enables us to aggregate multiple signatures by distinct entities on distinct messages into a single
short signature. Any party that has all the signatures can aggregate signatures, and aggregation
can be done incrementally: two signatures are aggregated, then a third is added to the aggregate,
and so on.
Let (G1 , G2 ) be a bilinear group pair of prime order p. Suppose n users each have a publicprivate key pair. For i = 1, ..., n, user i has private key xi ∈ Z p and public key vi = g2xi ∈ G2 .
• Aggregate signing:Suppose user i signs a message Mi ∈ {0, 1}∗ to obtain the signature
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σi = H(Mi ) xi ∈ G1 . The aggregate of all these signatures is computed simply as
σ1,2,...,n ← σ1 · σ2 · ... · σn ∈ G1 .
• Aggregate verification:We are given all public keys v1 , .., vn ∈ G2 , all messages M1 , ..., Mn
∈ {0, 1}∗ , and the aggregate signature σ ∈ G1 . To verify that, for all i = 1, ..., n, user i has
signed message Mi , we test that
1. The messages M1 , ..., Mn are all distinct, and
∏
2. e(σ1,2,...,n , g2 ) = ni=1 e(H(Mi ), vi ).
If both conditions hold, we accept the aggregate signature. Otherwise, we reject.
2.8.4

Batch Verification
Suppose n users all sign the same message M. We obtain n signatures σ1 , ..., σn . We show

that these n signatures can be verified as a batch much faster than verifying them one by one.
User i’s private key is xi ∈ Z p and his public key is vi ∈ g2xi ∈ G2 . Signature is σi =
H(M) xi ∈ G1 .
1. Pick random integers c1 , ..., cn from the range c1 , ..., cn ∈ [0, B] for some value B;
∏
∏
2. ComputeV ← ni=1 vci i ∈ G2 , U ← ni=1 σci i ∈ G1 ;
3. Test thate(U, g2 ) = e(H(M), V).
Accept all n signatures if the equation holds; reject otherwise.
2.8.5

Security Analysis and Performance analysis
In terms of security, the security of aggregate signatures has been well demonstrated by

cryptographer Dan Boneh. In terms of performance, when the whole network node votes on a
block, it satisfies the situation that n users sign the same message M in batch verification, so
it can use the aggregation signature algorithm to aggregate all votes and carry out batch verification. Therefore, this algorithm not only speeds up the speed of voting verification, but also
reduces the amount of voting data. In addition, if the user’s transaction also uses the aggregate
signature algorithm, the block body data can be further reduced. Specifically, with the BLS
signature algorithm, data other than the validator is approximately 900+bytes. Data for a single
validator is about 194bytes. Assuming a total of 200 validator votes are taken for the two types
of nodes, the data of the validator will be about 27KB after signature aggregation processing.
At the rate of producing a block every 3 seconds, there are 28,800 blocks per day, with a total
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block head of about 0.74GB, or about 10,517,760 blocks per year, with a total block head of
about 280GB. As a result, the data store is about 30% lower than without the aggregate signature
algorithm.

2.9

Conclusion
For the 1st key problem, a new light node of the system should first be directly synchro-

nized to block i · δ in a leaping manner, then synchronized to the latest blocks in a step c in a
jumping manner, and finally gradually synchronized to the latest blocks. The process is secure
and fast to synchronize without having to worry about reading tampered blockchain data from
peers.
For the 2nd key problem, when the light node needs to verify a transaction, it can judge
whether the transaction is valid after reading data in the corresponding block body from the peer
node and using the Merkle tree to prove the existence of the data read.
As for the 3rd key problem, on the one hand, the light node only stores validator information at c interval and headers for the other blocks; on the other hand, the voting data, partial block
header data, and transaction data are compressed by using the aggregate signature algorithm.
As a result, light nodes can be deployed to mobile devices.
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Chapter 3

3.1

Incentive Mechanism

Data Structure and Definition

3.1.1

Data Structure
Nodes need necessary information to participate in the consensus, such as role, deposits,

working status, reward status, etc. Data structure list as follows:
• Identify: string, the identifier;
• OperatorAddress: Address, account addresses of node managers;
• Coinbase: Address, reward receiving address;
• Role: uint8, node roles; e.g., 2 represents Senator Node, 3 represents House Node.
• Status: uint8, consensus status of nodes;
• MainPubKey: []byte, public key used by validators when participating in a consensus
system;
• BlsPubKey: []byte, public key of a validator in BLS signature algorithm;
• Token: Lu, number of token deposits ;
• Stake: Deposits share, 1YOU=1Stake;
• RewardsBase: Snapshot of rewards level at the node’s last settlement;
• RewardsTotal: Total amount of reward since a node joins the network;
• Expelled: Bool, a flag that indicates a node is expelled by the system. This kind of node
needs a longer locking time. A node is set expelled if it is detected double-sign or other
slashing.
• ValidatorsStat: Statistics for the validators, including online deposits, offline deposits,
node number.
• validatorWithdrawQueue: Pending withdraw queue.
3.1.2

Node and Status
A validator is divided into two roles, i.e., the Senator Node and the House Node. Among

them, the Senator Node stakes a certain number of tokens in the blockchain system, and it is a
node with good network bandwidth and storage capacity. Senator Nodes can propose blocks,
vote, and validate blocks. House Node refers to a node that takes a small number of tokens in a
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blockchain system and is a limited node such as network bandwidth and storage capacity. House
Nodes are able to vote for a block and therefore play a complementary role in the blockchain
consensus system. In addition, the validator has two states, i.e., offline and online. Offline
means that the validator does not participate in the consensus mechanism and the validity of the
transaction order, while online means that the validator verifies the validity of the transaction
order and participates in the consensus mechanism.
3.1.3

Data Storage
In order to minimize data size and speedup validator data retrieval, the system stores the

validator data in Merkle Patricia Tree called valTrie, using key → value form. Including the
following 4 types of data:
• valinfo- | mainAddress: full data storing by key composed by mainAddress;
• valindex: ordered list storing all validators’ mainAddress, supporting quick lookup using
mainAddress;
• valstat: contains stats information for validators;
• valubds: validators’ withdraw data(including pending and finished withdraw;
In order to guarantee the security and consistency of validators’ data, we store the root of valT rie
tree in valRoot. If the data of validators is tampered, then it cannot form a legal chain structure
with other legal blocks.

3.2

Node Operation
The validator’s status can be changed and altered by receiving a special transaction. All

node operation messages include Identify and Nonce.
• Identify: specify the validator to operate;
• Nonce: scalar value, scalar value refers to the quantity of the accumulated transaction by
a sender.
3.2.1

Creating Validator
Users who hold tokens can create a validator by initiate special transactions. In other

words, the user creates transaction data in tx.data and sends this transaction to the address of the
staking module, which can make it become a verification node in the blockchain system. The
following 8 key information is required for creating a new validator.
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1. Identify: string, the identifier;
2. OperatorAddress: Address, account addresses of node managers; ；
3. Coinbase: Address, reward receiving address;
4. MainPubKey: []byte, public key used by validators when participating in a consensus;
5. BlsPubKey: []byte, public key of validators in BLS signature algorithm;
6. Value: initial staking amount of nodes;
7. Nonce: uint64, Nonce of the corresponding transactions;
8. Role: uint8, node rules; e.g., 2 represents Senator Node, 3 represents House Node.
The validator is offline when it is created and does not participate in the system consensus.
If a validator wants to participate in the consensus, it must initiate an online transaction from
its operatorAddress account, to prevent the instance of the validator that has not been initiated
from being misjudged by the system as an idle state. Further, when the validator’s server needs
to be maintained, it can also be set to offline to exit the consensus.
3.2.2

Update Validator
The OperatorAddress and Coinbase of a validator can be changed. And the following 4

key information is required for this operation.
1. Identify: string, the identifier;
2. OperatorAddress: Address, account addresses of node managers;
3. Coinbase: Address, reward receiving address;
4. Nonce: uint64, Nonce of the corresponding transactions.
3.2.3

Validator Deposits and Withdraw
Validators can increase deposits to gain higher block proposing or validating probability

to increase earnings. The value indicates the increasing amount, and the corresponding token
will decrease from transaction account. Increasing deposits needs to contain the following 3
key information.
1. Identify: string, the identifier;
2. Value: an increasing amount of nodes;
3. Nonce: uint64, Nonce of the corresponding transactions.
Meanwhile, validators can decrease deposits. The value indicates the decreasing amount,
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withdraw record will store in validatorWithdrawQueue, and will release afterward. If slashing
happens before releasing, the system will take the pending withdrawal first. Decreasing deposits
needs to contain the following 3 key information.
1. Identify: string, the identifier;
2. OperatorAddress: Address, account addresses of validator managers;
3. Value: the decreasing amount of validator;
4. Nonce: uint64, Nonce of the corresponding transactions.
3.2.4

Update Validator Online Status
Validators can actively update consensus status, in order to quit consensus when under

maintenance. Status indicates the target status. If a validator is at an expelled state, operations
would fail. Updating status needs to contain the following 3 key information.
1. Identify: string, the identifier;
2. Status: uint8, target status, enumerates are:
• 0: offline, quit consensus, won’t participate in reward distribution;
• 1: online, join consensus, participate in reward distribution.
3. Nonce:uint64, Nonce of the corresponding transactions.
3.2.5

Validator Initiate Settlement
Validators can initiate a reward procedure by themselves, to obtain rewards. Initiate set-

tlement needs to contain the following 2 key information.
1. Identify: string, the identifier;
2. Nonce: uint64, Nonce of the corresponding transactions.
3.2.6

Broadcasting Data Structure
m is the message of creating validator, including identify, OperatorAddress, Coinbase,

BlsPubKey, MainPubKey, Value, Role, Nonce. Using the following method to broadcast the
message to the blockchain system.
1. Route info as: R =< Module, Code, m >, here input “staking”as Module, Code is
opcode, enumerates are:
• MsgCreate: 0x01 create；
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• MsgUpdate: 0x02 update；
• MsgDeposit: 0x03 deposits；
• MsgWithDraw: 0x04 withdraw；
• MsgChangeStatus: 0x05 update status；
• MsgSettle: 0x06 initiate settlement.
2. Serialize R into a byte array, B = rlp(R);
3. Construct transaction T.data = B;
4. Sign T: t = S ig(SK, T ), broadcast t to the blockchain.
Nodes of consensus system then receive this message, and decode R from T.data, System will
dispatch message m to the corresponding module to modify the validators.
Algorithm 11: CreateValidator(Identify, OperatorAddress, Coinbase, BlsPubkey,
MainPubKey, Value, Nonce)
1 id ← Identi f y;
2 op ← OperatorAddress;
3 cb ← Coinbase;
4 bk ← BlsPubkey;
5 mk ← MainPubKey;
6 V ← Value;
7 N ← Nonce;
8 m ←< id, op, cb, bk, mk, V, N >;
9 R ←< Module, Code, m >;
10 data ← rlp(R);
11 T ← Transaction();
12 T.data ← data;
13 t ← Sig(SK, T );
14 Broadcast(t);

3.3
3.3.1

Incentives Mechanism
Reward and Allocation Methods
If validators participate in the system consensus, it will be rewarded by the system. Each

block will generate a reward, which consists of the following three parts:
1. GasFee: fees for all transactions in the current block;
2. Subsidies: foundation subsidies; In order to motivate the nodes to participate in the consensus at the early stage of the system, the foundation will provide partial subsidies to
stimulate the ecology;
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3. Residue: the balance after the reward of the last block.
Block rewards will be distributed as follows, as shown in Table 2, to validation nodes for
different roles. If there is a surplus that cannot be allocated, it is added to the surplus residue
and distributed at the next reward. Each time, the participating node draws lots based on its
deposit to complete the proposed block and vote, so it shall get the corresponding proportion
of the system reward perStake. The system accumulates perStake to the global rewardsLevel
of this role. The accumulated rewards are issued to the node’s Coinbase account only when the
set of nodes changes, or when the validator initiate settlement.
Tab. 2

Allocation Methods

Roles

Ratio

Rule

Senate Node

60%

According to staking ratio.

House Node

40%

All house nodes share rewards equally.

The validator gets block rewards proportional to the role:
• perStake: reward for each node or stake;
• rewardsLevel: refers to the cumulative amount of rewards due per stake or node.

rewardsLevel
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200
b00

0

Fig. 11
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Reward Calculating Method

The calculation method of rewards is shown in figure 10. The horizontal axis is the block
height and the vertical axis is the rewardsLevel. If the nodes participating in the consensus are
pledged as S take, the total system is pledged totalS take, the reward proportion of each block
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for this role is r, and the reward of the whole block is totalRewards, then each stake can be
rewarded as
perStake =

totalRewards ∗ r
totalStake

Therefore, at the height of i, the rewardsLevel for a node of the role v.role is
rewardsLeveli = rewardsLeveli−1 + perStake
As shown in Figure 11, suppose it is at height of b3 , and validator v, participates in the consensus mechanism, it will take a snapshot of the rewardsLevel record it. i.e., v.rewardsBase =
rewardsLevelb3 , then in the process of block height of b3 → b9 , each stake accumulates to be
rewarded as
R = rewardsLevelb9 − rewardsLevelb3
Hence, v due rewards at these blocks is rewards = v.S take ∗ R, and simultaneously update
the rewardsLevel snapshot,
v.rewardsBase = rewardsLevelb9
Algorithm 12: CalculateRewards(validator, totalRewards, rate)
1

v ← validator;

2

perStake =

3

rewardsLeveln = rewardsLeveln−1 + perStake;

4

∆ = rewardsLeveln − v.rewardsBase;

5

v.Coinbase ← v.Stake ∗ ∆;

6

v.rewardsBase = rewardsLevelb9 ;

3.3.2

totalRewards∗rate
;
totalStake

Double-Signing and Punishment
If a validator is detected voting on two blocks of same height (round, roundIndex) but

with different blockhashes, the validator is considered to be double signing. Then it is punished
to some extent. System regulation: the penalized validator cannot participate in the system
consensus for a long time and he will take a long time to withdraw his deposits.
In the Caravel consensus mechanism, the validator votes for the block by signing the block.
The system strictly stipulates that the validator can only vote for one block of the same block
height, but not on two or more blocks. If a malicious validator votes for a different block of the
same height, then the vote is collected by other nodes in the system and packaged as evidence
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into the block. Once the vote is stored in the blockchain, the malicious validator will suffer the
following penalties:
1. The validator will be expelled from the system and forced offline, and will not be able to
participate in the consensus for a long time T 1 .
2. The system will slash the deposits of the malicious validator in proportion. In order to
prevent the malicious validator from withdrawing the deposits and re-create a new validator to participate in the consensus, the system will prohibit the malicious validator from
withdrawing stake within the time limit T 2 , and T 2 > T 1 .
Algorithm 13: CheckDoubleVote(validator, sig1 , sig2 )
1

v ← validator;

2

round ← round;

3

index ← roundIndex;

4

sig ← signature;

5

∃ < v, round1 , index1 , sig1 >, < v, round2 , index2 , sig2 >

6

if round1 = round2 and index1 = index2 and sig1 ! = sig2 then

7

slash(v);

8

expel(v);

3.3.3

Inactivity Punishment
If a node does not produce enough votes within a specified time range, then it will be

judged as an inactivity node, which mainly refers to House Node. Senator Node will collect
votes within a specified time and punish the inactivity node, for example, to deduct a proportion of stake. Once a node is determined as inactivity, then it will be forced offline and exited
the consensus and its stake is not allowed to withdraw for a long time in the future.
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Algorithm 14: CheckInactivity(height, validator)
1

v ← validator;

2

W ← votesWindow;

3

T ← threshold;

4

C ← 0;

5

for i = 0; i < W; i + + do

6

j = height − i;

7

votes ← block j .votes;

8

if validator’s vote exists then

9

10

C = C + 1;
if C < T then

11

slash(v);

12

of f line(v);
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4.1

P2P BROADCAST

P2P Broadcast

Terminologies
• QUIC: A quick, secure, reliable protocol based on UDP proposed by Google;
• NAT: Network Address Translation;
• DHT: Distributed Hash-table;
• Relay network: Relay message between different part of the network;
• Multiplex: Streaming oriented IO multiplexing based on reliable protocols;
• Forward Security:Feature guarantee that event the master key is compromised, the historical communication data remains secure;
• RTT: Round-trip time, is the length of time it takes between a signal sent and acknowledgment of that signal received. This time includes the propagation time for paths, processing
time of endpoints and routers.

4.2
4.2.1

Key Problems
High Message Latency
In the P2P networks, messages are broadcast, that is, nodes in the network send messages

to their connected nodes, and the process is repeated after other nodes receive the messages,
so that all nodes in the network can receive and confirm the messages. The message needs to
be forwarded many times before it can be received and confirmed by the whole network node.
Therefore, the more times it is forwarded, the longer the time will be from being sent to being
fully confirmed. The broadcast time is the delay time of the message. Bitcoin uses the Gossip
protocol, which is broadcast in this way, so there is also a message lag. Although Ethereum
uses DHT to form the P2P network, DHT is better suited for finding specific nodes and data,
and messages are broadcast in this way. Therefore, Ethereum message confirmation also has a
large latency. The latency will have a great negative impact on the consensus mechanism.
Key problem 1: How to deal with message latency in the P2P network.
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4.2.2

Low Network Throughput
The ability of a single node to process data directly affects the throughput of the P2P net-

works. At present, the network bandwidth of the blockchain system is high, but the information
processing capacity of network nodes is relatively low.
Key problem 2: How to make better use of bandwidth to improve the throughput
capacity of the P2P network.
4.2.3

Low Intranet Penetration Rate
At present, most devices on the internet are behind NAT devices, and the nodes that es-

tablish the connection need to penetrate these NAT devices. However, each NAT device has
different security standards, and improving the penetration of NAT devices is the key to a successful connection establishment.
Key Problem 3: How to improve the penetration rate of the P2P network NAT devices.

4.3
4.3.1

Hybrid Network Technology
Hybrid Network Technology Introduction
As shown in Figure 12, the P2P network is a connected graph, with nodes as circles in the

graph and connections between nodes as edges in the graph. Any node in the network is selected
as the root, and the connection weight is 1. A node root in the graph is selected arbitrarily to
construct an n-ary tree containing all nodes, where n is the number of child nodes of the node.
The depth of the tree h represents the number of times the message is forwarded from the root
node to the leaf node. Ideally, each non-leaf node has n child nodes, the depth of the tree is,
and the maximum number of nodes is S = n0 + n1 + n2 + ... + nh , that is S =

nh+1 −1
.
n−1

When

h = 3, n = 10, S = 1111, in a network consisting of 1111 nodes, each node is connected with
the other 10 nodes, then the message sent by anyone node can be broadcast to the whole network
after three times of transmission. In the real network environment, the ideal connection state
can hardly be achieved because the link between nodes is arbitrary.
YOUChain utilizes a novel consensus mechanism call Caravel that requires two rounds of
message validation to reach a consensus. If the latency of message confirmation is large, the
consensus speed will be reduced. Therefore, this section proposes a hybrid network structure,
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Fig. 12

P2P BROADCAST

P2P Network

in which the whole network uses DHT to build the base network and on this basis to build a
fast relay network, thus providing faster network speeds. The hybrid network proposed in this
section essentially coupling the relay network to the P2P broadcast network. Among them,
the relay network is mainly responsible for the verification and fast-forwarding of important
messages such as consensus messages. Nodes in the relay network are interconnected with
other nodes, so that messages can cover almost all nodes in the relay network only need to
be forwarded once. The non-relay nodes are randomly connected to the relay nodes and other
non-relay nodes. Messages in the network are forwarded first to the relay node and then to the
non-relay node. If the relay network is unable to work due to force majeure, the hybrid network
degrades to broadcasting messages. Therefore, the hybrid network structure has both security
and efficiency.

Fig. 13

P2P Broadcast Network

In the P2P broadcast networks, the broadcast of messages is forwarded to other nodes
through nodes until the whole network. As shown in Figure 13, the black circle is the ordinary
node, the arrow line is the broadcast direction of the message, and the number on the line is the
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transfer times. In the P2P broadcast network, due to the randomness of the connection between
nodes and the distributed nature of the physical location of nodes, the broadcast time is relatively
long.

Fig. 14

P2P Relay Network

In hybrid networks, relay nodes are directly connected to each other, while ordinary nodes
are randomly connected to each other. However, the ordinary node is connected to at least one
relay node. As shown in Figure 14, the blue circle is the ordinary node and the purple is the
relay node. According to Figure 14, the time of whole-network broadcast in the hybrid network
is highly correlated with the distribution of nodes in the relay network. If the distribution of
nodes in the relay network is relatively uniform, the broadcast time is relatively short.
4.3.2

Hybrid Network Implementation
Hybrid networks are based on the Kademlia(Kad) algorithm, which is an implementation

of Distributed Hash-table (DHT) in. Due to its simplicity, flexibility, security and other characteristics, the Kad algorithm has gradually become the main implementation method. For
example, the Inter Planetary File System (IPFS) and the P2P network of Ethereum all use this
algorithm.
The Kad algorithm assigns each node a unique ID to identify them, and establishes a routing
table based on the distance between the IDs (that is, the node distance). Each node in the P2P
network has a pair of public and private keys, and generates node ID using the hash value of
the public key. In the Kad algorithm, two IDs are calculated as the node distance according
to the result of bitwise identity xor. The smaller the value, the closer the nodes are to each
other. This distance represents only the logical distance, not the physical distance. There are
often situations where the logical distance is close, but the physical distance is far away. Node
distance has the following four characteristics:
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1. Symmetry: The distance from node A to node B is equal to the distance from node B to
node A, A ⊕ B = B ⊕ A;
2. Zero distance: The distance between node A and itself is 0, A ⊕ A = 0;
3. Non zero distance: Any two unequal nodes must be more than 0, A ⊕ B > 0, A , B;
4. Triangular inequality: The distance from node A through node B to node C is always
greater than or equal to the distance from node A directly to node C (A ⊕ B) + (B ⊕ C) ≥
(A ⊕ C), triangle inequality.
Each node stores multiple K-buckets, in which a Bucket is a list of nodes that are kept
within a certain distance from the current node, and K represents the maximum number of nodes
saved in a Bucket. All K-buckets of each node constitutes the routing table and realize the routing of protocol messages in the P2P network. The protocol message contains four instructions:
ping, pong, findnode, and neighbors. The ping command is used to detect whether a node is
online, while pong is the reply to the ping message. The findnode instruction implements the
node lookup function. Given a node ID, the requested node looks for a list of nodes close to
the ID node. Neighbors is a response to a findnode message that returns the list of nodes found.
Enode stores and encodes information of nodes in the P2P network, including IP address of
nodes, discovery port (UDP), application protocol port (RUDP), public key, NAT type (NATType), and other information, which mainly use for recording and information exchanging in
the network.
Let n be the number of nodes per request, k be the maximum number of nodes returned per
request, and id is the id of the target node to query. In the process of node lookup, firstly, the
lookup request is made to n nodes in the routing table of the node, where the parameters are id
and the NATType of the originating node. Then, after the requested node receives the request,
it looks for its routing table and returns k for the node information that is close to the id node
and meets the NATType rule. Finally, after the requesting node receives the reply, it selects the
node information of k nodes closest to the id node in the result and satisfies the NATType rule,
and updates it to the routing table.
During the routing table update process, if a node already exists in a K-bucket, move the
node to the tail of the K-bucket. If the node does not exist and the number of K-buckets is less
than K, then insert the node directly into the tail of the K-bucket. If the node does not exist and
the number of K-buckets is full, then the K-bucket header node is taken and a Ping message is
sent to it. If the head node answers within a specified time, then move the head node to the tail
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of the K-bucket and ignore the nodes to be inserted. If there is no reply, then the header node is
removed and inserted into the tail of the K-bucket.
In the Kad algorithm, the nodes communicate using the UDP protocol. UDP protocol
message defines the method of data interaction, and the message structure is as follows:
1. rpcEndpoint, when network communication is conducted, the information of the nodes
can be encoded as enode style after receiving it. It includes the following four contents:
• IP: node address;
• UDP: find the port number used by the routing table node;
• RUDP: port number for network communication;
• NAT: NATType of nodes.
2. ping, ping/pong message is used between nodes to verify whether the nodes are online.
If a ping message is received, pong is used to respond and update the status of the node
in the routing table. It includes the following three items:
• Version: protocol version;
• From: rpcEndpoint of the message sender;
• To: rpcEndpoint of the message receiver.
3. pong, the response to ping messages, includes the following 3 items:
• To: rpcEndpoint corresponding to the ping message sending node;
• ReplyTok: Hash of ping message packets;
• Expiration: the Expiration time of a message, the absolute time of a short delay in
the delivery time.
4. findnode, the node initiatively initiates a search request for a node, including the following
three contents:
• Target: an binary form of the node’s public key to query, and its Hash is the node ID;
• NatRange: the NATType of the request originating node;
• Expiration: the Expiration time of the current message, the Expiration time of pong.
5. neighbors, a response to a findnode request, returns information about the k nodes closest
to the lookup node in the routing table of the requested node. Including the following two
contents:
• Nodes: list of node information found;
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• Expiration: the Expiration time of the current message.
6. rpcNode, used only for neighbors’ messages, records the node information found. Including the following five contents:
• IP: node address;
• UDP: port used for routing function;
• RUDP: the port used for network communication;
• NAT: NATType of nodes;
• ID: a binary form of the node’s public key.
4.3.3

Performance Analysis
In a P2P network consisting of 1,000 nodes, it would ideally take 3 passes for a message

sent by anyone node to be broadcast to the whole network, taking 3t. However, in the real
network environment, the links between nodes are arbitrary, so the message propagation time
will increase a lot. The YOUChain team extracted the P2P module from Ethereum and tested
it. The test environment is as follows:
1. 20 Aliyun ECS, 4 cores CPU, and 8G memory;
2. Using a Linux system;
3. Use K8s to form a cluster;
4. Without NAT device, the communication is internal network communication;
5. Collect data using Redis.
The test process is as follows:
1. Set the maximum number of connections for each node to 100;
2. Launch 1000, 5000 and 10000 nodes respectively;
3. Collect the following information:
• The number of connections between nodes and neighbor nodes;
• Record time when 50% of nodes receive data;
• Record time when 80% of nodes receive data time;
• Record time when 100% of nodes receive data time;
• The maximum number of passes when received by more than 90% of nodes;
• The number of nodes participating in the forwarding.
4. Take multiple tests and average them.
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The statistics of time-consuming test results of the P2P messages broadcasting are shown
in Table 3, where the message size is 1.6kb, the nodes that have been sent are not forwarded any
more, and the number of random connections between nodes and neighboring nodes is between
33 and 100.
Tab. 3

Time-consuming of the P2P Broadcast

Nodes

50%

80%

100%

Passes

1000

0.34s

0.66s

1.10s

90%(6 times), 99%(7 times)

5000

0.62s

0.81s

1.95s

90%(7 times), 99%(11 times)

10000

0.99s

1.40s

2.17s

90%(8 times), 99%(13 times)

The statistics of the test results of adding a relay network are shown in Table 4,
Tab. 4

Time-consuming of the P2P Broadcast With Relay Network

Nodes

50%

80%

100%

Passes

1000

0.21s

0.56s

0.78s

90%(2 times), 99%(3 times)

5000

0.40s

0.76s

0.93s

90%(3 times), 99%(4 times)

10000

0.54s

0.82s

1.41s

90%(3 times), 99%(6 times)

After the addition of the relay network, the time of each transmission of the message is t,
so the message can be broadcast in the relay network only in unit time t. Other non-relay nodes
are connected to at least one relay. It takes t time for the message production node to send the
message to the relay network, so the message can reach the whole network only after a strict 3t
time. As a result, the message validation time increased by 2 to 3 times after the addition of the
relay network. The hybrid network structure not only improves the speed of message broadcast,
but also has strong stability and reliability.

4.4
4.4.1

Network Communication Technology
Overview of Network Communication Protocols
According to Akamai, the CDN service provider, from 2008 to 2015, the average network

speed of the world increased from 1.5Mbps to 5.1Mbps, and the loss rate of the UDP protocol
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was about 5%. Among them, the UDP protocol is a basic protocol running on the IP protocol,
adding 8 bytes of the UDP header in the packet of the IP protocol. Since IP packets can be
lost while traveling over the network, the UDP packets have the same packet loss problem.
Therefore, the UDP protocol is generally considered to be unreliable.
Similarly, the TCP is a base protocol that runs on an IP protocol. In order to solve the
packet loss problem of IP protocol, the TCP protocol adds 20 60 bytes of the TCP header in the
IP protocol messages, but adds very complicated processing logic in the transmission process.
Specifically, when a TCP packet is lost, the the TCP protocol waits for the retransmission of
the packet. However, subsequent messages that have arrived are not passed on to the upper
application for processing, and the size of the sliding window is adjusted, resulting in subsequent
data delays and block headers. The core technique of TCP is that lost packets must wait for
recovery, a recovery strategy that results in lower transmission rates. The TCP has an advantage
only when the amount of message data to be transmitted is large. In addition, the TCP protocol
is inferior to the UDP protocol in terms of interactivity if real-time and relatively independent
message data is transmitted.
For the above reasons, YOUChain uses the reliable, fast, low-latency QUIC protocol developed by Google based on UDP protocol at the node’s network communication layer. The
QUIC protocol has the following characteristics:
1. Low connection establishment latency;
2. Transport layer can directly establish the connection at 0RTT;
3. Encryption layer can establish encrypted connections at 0RTT;
4. With forwarding security.
As shown in Figure 15, the TCP protocol requires three handshakes and consumes two
RTTS when the connection is established. Additional use of the TLS protocol is required to
improve the security of the TCP communication. This process requires additional handshaking,
consuming up to three RTTS, whereas the QUIC protocol requires only one RTT to establish a
connection equivalent to the functionality of the TCP+TLS. The QUIC protocol stores valid and
sufficient configuration information for the node after a successful handshake. After the data
communication between nodes, even if the connection is disconnected, when the connection
with the node is made again after a period of time, the data communication can be conducted
directly through the saved configuration information, so as to save the time of handshaking
again and realize 0RTT to establish a secure and encrypted connection.
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Fig. 15

4.4.2

TCP, TCP+TLS, QUIC Protocol

QUIC Protocol Connection Establishment
The node randomly selects some nodes from the routing table and initiates the connec-

tion establishment request. The process of establishing a communication connection between
nodes mainly includes three stages, namely security handshake, protocol handshake, and data
communication, as shown in Figure 16.

Fig. 16

Communication Connection Process

1) Security Handshake
The secure handshake is the first phase of protocol communication that produces the session key. Since this stage requires secure key negotiation on the public network, the secure
elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman key negotiation protocol is used for key exchange. The private
key and public key of node A are SKa , PKa ; the private key and public key of node B are SKb ,
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PKb . The key negotiation process is as follows:
Node A runs as follows: first, generate random number Noncea , random private key SKra ,
and random public key PKra . Use his private key SKa and the public key PKb of node B to
calculate the shared secret S a , and use the random private key SKra to sign the xor result of the
shared secret and random number. Then, the public key PKb of node B is used to encrypt the
random number, signature and the public key of node A to generate the ciphertext Ma . Finally,
send the ciphertext to node B and wait for a reply from node B.
1. Generate random number, random private keys and random public: {Noncea , SKra , PKra } ←
Gen(1λ );
2. Calculate shared secrets: Sa ← SKa ∙PKb ;
3. Make signatures of random number and shared secret: Signature ← SKra .Sign(xor(Sa , Noncea ));
4. Encrypt the signature and public key: Ma ← PKb .Encrypt(Noncea , Signature, PKa );
5. Send Ma to node B: Ma → B.
When node B receives the ciphertext Ma of node A, it first decrypts it with its private key
SKb and obtains the random number, signature and public key of node A. Then, the shared secret
S b is generated by its private key and the public key of node A, and the random public key PKra
of node A is extracted using the shared secret, random number of node A and signature data.
Finally, generate its random number Nanceb , random private key SKrb and random public key
PKrb , and use the public key of node A to encrypt the random number Nanceb and random
public key of node B PKrb , and send the generated ciphertext Mb to node A. The operation
process is as follows:
1. Decrypt random number, signature, and public key of node A: {Noncea , Signature, PKa } ←
SKb .Decrypt(Ma );
2. Calculate shared secrets: Sb ← SKb ∙PKa ;
3. Recover the random public key of node A: PKra ← Ecrecover(xor(Sb , Nancea ), Signature);
4. Generate random number, random private key, and random public key: {Nanceb , SKrb , PKrb }
← Gen(1λ );
5. Encrypt random number Nanceb and random public key: Mb ← PKa .Encrypt(Nanceb , PKrb );
6. Send Mb to node A: Mb → A.
Node A and node B negotiate the session key and message authentication code. The session
key is used to encrypt the transmitted data, while the message authentication code is used to
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verify the integrity of the message and its source.
Session key generation: After the node completes the key negotiation, it starts to calculate the session key at the same time. First, the temporary Secret is generated by using its own
random private key and the random public key of the other node. Then use the temporary secret,
the random number of node B, and the random number of node A to calculate the temporary
sharedSecret. Finally, use temporary secret and temporary sharedSecret to generate the encryption key AESSecret used by the symmetric encryption algorithm AES, which is the session key
of the current session. The operation process is as follows:
1. Temporary secret generation: Secret ← SKrandom ∙PKremote ;
2. Shared secret generation: sharedSecret ← SHA256(Secret, SHA256(Nonceb , Noncea ));
3. Session key generation: AESSecret ← SHA256(Secret, sharedSecret).
Message authentication code generation: Message authentication code is divided into
receiving message authentication code and sending message authentication code. First, the
message authentication code MACSecret is generated from the temporary secret and session
key. Then the random number generated by the node, the ciphertext data received by the node
and the message authentication code are used to calculate the new message authentication code
mac1 and mac2 . Node A uses mac1 to authenticate the message sent to node B, and uses mac2
to authenticate received message from node B. Similarly, node B use mac1 for authenticating
received message from node A and mac2 to authenticate the messages sent to node A.
1. Message authentication code generation: MACSecret ← SHA256(Secret, AESSecret);
2. Update the message authentication code: mac1 ← SHA256(xor(MACSecret, Nonceb ) and Ma );
3. Update the message authentication code: mac2 ← SHA256(xor(MACSecret, Noncea ) and Mb );
4. Node A: EgressMac ← mac1 , IngressMac ← mac2 ;
5. Node B: EgressMac ← mac2 , IngressMac ← mac1 .
If any of the above key exchange steps fail, the connection fails. Security handshakes
exchange information with each other to eventually generate information related to symmetric
key and message authentication. This information is valid only for the duration of the current
connection and needs to be renegotiated again when the connection is disconnected.
2) Protocol Handshake
With the update of the software version, the processing method of the node for the data is
updated accordingly, resulting in the change of the final negotiation result. Therefore, the pro-
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cessing method of the data needs to be described. The application protocol is the identification
of the node processing data method. Each node can run the corresponding application protocol,
so that the processing method and data structure meet the consistency, and finally achieve the
consistency of the result. The application protocol has two important properties: name and version. These two properties determine how the data is to be processed, and multiple protocols
can exist simultaneously, but any two protocols have different names and versions.
The protocol handshake phase is about switching supported application protocols and running them. After the node completes the security handshake, a list of application protocols
supported by the node is sent to the peer node. Then, the peer node receives and compares
the name and version with the local application protocol to match the application protocol supported by both parties. Finally, the node starts a separate coroutine or thread for each matching
protocol to wait for data to be received and processed, and the connection is established.
3) Data Communication
After the encryption handshake and protocol handshake, the data (including message Type
and payload) is encrypted by the negotiated encryption key AESSecret and sent to other nodes
as data frames. Data frames are composed of header and bodyData f rame = header + body.
Data frame generation: the header consists of the length of the packet body, the fixed
reserved bit and the message authentication code (MAC) of the packet head, which uses a total
of 32 bytes. Where the maximum inclusion length is the maximum value of uint24, and the first
three bytes stored to the header are as follows:
• Len ← len([]Byte(T ype) + len([]Byte(Payload)))
• header[0] ← Len ≫ 16
• header[1] ← Len ≫ 8
• header[2] ← Len
Then use the 3 bytes as a fixed padding bit and use the header’s 16th to last 16 bytes to store
the header’s message authentication code header = Len + padding + MACheader .
In the authentication process of the header, a 16-byte cache is first created, the authentication code of sending messages are encrypted by AES and written to the cache, and the xor
value of the cache and the first 16 bytes of the message is calculated. Then, the checksum of the
authentication code of the sent message and the xor result is calculated. Finally, the message
authentication code for the current message to be sent is the first 16 bytes of the checksum. The
calculation method is as follows:
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1. Cache creation: aesbu f ← [16]Byte
2. Message authentication code encryption: aesbu f ← aesblock .Encrype(aesbu f, egressMac)
3. xor value calculation:aesbu f ← xor(aesbu f, header[: 16])
4. CheckSum: mac ← egressMac + aesbu f
5. Messaging: MACheader ← [: 16]mac
The body is composed of the ciphertext encrypted by AES and the packet message authentication code. First, AES encrypts the message type, the message data content and the
authentication code of sending messages to generate the encrypted ciphertext. Then calculate
the checksum of the authentication code of the sent message, the message type, and the message data content. The first 16 bytes of the checksum is the authentication code of the current
message body. Finally, it is composed of ciphertext and message authentication code. Message
types used in network layer communication:
1. Encryption: Mdata ← aes.Encrype(Bytes(type) + Bytes(payload) + egressMac)
2. CheckSum: mac ← egressMac + Bytes(type) + Bytes(payload)
3. Gets the message authentication code: MACbody ← [: 16]mac
4. Body generation: body ← Mdata + MACbody
Data frame resolution: nodes receive and parse the data in the following flow,
1. Create body buffer: headerbu f ← [32]Byte;
2. Read body data from the network: IO.Read(net.conn, headerbu f );
3. Create buffer: aesbu f ← [16]Byte;
4. Message authentication code encryption: aesbu f ← aesblock .Encrype(aesbu f, IngressMac);
5. Calculate the xor value: aesbu f ← xor(aesbu f, header[: 16]);
6. CheckSum: mac ← IngressMac + aesbu f ;
7. Calculate message authentication code: shouldMacheader ← [: 16]mac;
8. Verify message authentication code: shouldMacheader == headerbu f [: 16];
9. Calculate body length: lenbody ← headerbu f [2] | headerbu f [1] ≪ 8 | headerbu f [0] ≪ 16;
10. Read body data: Databody ← IO.Read(net.conn, [lenbody ]Byte);
11. Calculate the checksom of body: mac ← IngressMac + Databody ;
12. Calculate message authentication code of body: shouldMacbody ← [: 16]mac;
13. Read message authentication code of body: Macbody ← IO.Read(net.conn, [16]Byte);
14. Verify message authentication code of body: shouldMacbody == Macbody ;
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15. Parse message style and data: {type, payload} ← Decode(Databody );
Message types used in network communication layer,
1. handshakeMsg: used to identify the protocol handshake message;
2. discMsg: notification to close the connection;
3. pingMsg: the connection between nodes needs to be verified by heartbeat regularly;
4. pongMsg: reply from pingMsg.
4.4.3

Performance Analysis
The TCP requires 2RTT, TCP+TLS requires 3RTT, and the QUIC is built on UDP and

only needs 1 or 2 packets to complete the interaction. The QUIC 0RTT connection success rate
is much higher than TLS1.3. According to the measured data, in a weak network environment
with a packet loss rate of 20%, the QUIC’s 1RTT and 0RTT can save 43% and 62% in requesting primary resources compared with HTTPS using TCP+TLS. Therefore, the QUIC protocol
connection establishment is faster.
4.4.4

Security Analysis
The generation of a session key in the handshake phase can provide the security of data

communication and also protect the security of the node’s master key. The session key is valid
only during the communication connection and is revoked once the communication is complete.
Even if a key leak occurs, the node will negotiate a new session key and communicate with the
new key when establishing a new connection. Therefore, this process only affects the communication in the current connection period, ensuring the security of historical communication
data.

4.5
4.5.1

Multiplex Technology
Multiplex Overview
Multiplex relies on an underlying reliable connection to provide stream-oriented I/O mul-

tiplexing. The core idea is to attach header information when sending data, specify the type of
data event to be sent, and realize I/O event multiplexing at the application layer without relying
on system-level event-driven mechanism. In the QUIC, the session is used to represent the connection. A session can create multiple dataStream streams for data communication. The stream
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has the following characteristics:
1. Concurrency, all streams are concurrent and safe;
2. Independent data flow control. Each stream has its own data flow control. If the number
is lost, it will only affect its own retransmission, but will not affect the communication of
other streams, and there is no queue head congestion problem;
3. Priority can be set for the stream, and priority can be given to sending important data;
4. Bidirectional, the stream is bidirectional and can read and write at the same time.
4.5.2

Performance Analysis
In this section, the QUIC protocol and HTTPS protocol based on TCP+TLS are tested. The

test environment is composed of 30 nodes in the P2P network, and the data communication of
one of the nodes is observed. The data size is between 200Byte and 2Mb. The QUIC takes an
average of 100ms less than HTTPS in terms of business acquisition and 150ms less than other
aspects. The QUIC’s connection success rate remains above 98%, while HTTPS connections
are less than 97%. The test results are shown in Table 5,
Tab. 5

QUIC Vs. HTTPS

Protocol

Sent Times

Min Time(µs)

Max Time(s)

Avg Time(ms)

QUIC

2260936

253.23

11.66

34.65

HTTPS

2050186

553.23

21.66

49.34

The test results show that the QUIC protocol is better than the HTTPS protocol based on
TCP+TLS in real-time data transmission.
4.5.3

NAT Penetration
Most devices in the Internet network do not have a dedicated IPv4 address, but are in

an internal network. These devices are translated through NAT devices and share the same
public IP with other devices that are also on the Intranet. This device in the internal network
is hidden behind the NAT device, which has higher privacy protection from the perspective of
security. This is not a problem for some client software, but in the P2P networks, nodes in
the internal network need to establish connections with other external nodes. Since there is
no independent public IP behind NAT devices, NAT devices have different acceptance rules
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for connection, resulting in no direct connection between nodes. Therefore, this section runs
different connection rules for different NAT types to improve the penetration of the NAT device
and thus the connectivity of the connection. The principle is that when a node makes a request
to look up other nodes, the response node will look up and return node information that can be
connected to the requesting node based on the NAT type of the requesting node. Therefore, all
nodes in the response result received by the requesting node are nodes that can be connected to
it. NAT type connection rules are shown in Table 6, where (*) represents the need for Symmetric
active connection establishment requests, and (✓) represents mutual connection establishment
requests.
Tab. 6

4.5.4

NAT-Type Connectivity Rules

NAT type

None

Full

Restricted

PortRestricted

Symmetric

UDPFirewall

None

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓(∗)

×

Full

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓(∗)

×

Restricted

✓

✓

✓

✓

×

×

PortRestricted

✓

✓

✓

✓

×

×

Symmetric

✓(∗)

✓(∗)

×

×

×

×

UDPFirewall

×

×

×

×

×

×

Performance Analysis
In the actual test, it is found that 4343 of the 12423 test nodes of the Windows system

are symmetric-like nodes. We launch a test network which is composed of 505 nodes, and the
distribution of NAT types is as follows:
• NATNone: 5
• NATFull: 100
• NATRestricted and port: 200
• NATSymmetric: 200
If NAT type connection rules are not used, the actual number of connections of most NATSymmetric nodes is less than 5. If NAT connection rules are used, most nodes have connections
greater than 10 available. So the connectivity of the network increased nearly twice.
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4.6

Conclusion
For the 1st key problem, a hybrid network structure is proposed to construct the basic

network using DHT, and a high-speed relay network is built on this basis. The relay network
is mainly responsible for the verification and fast-forwarding of important messages such as
consensus messages, non-relay nodes connect to relay nodes and other non-relay nodes, so as
to solve the problem of message latency in the P2P network system.
For the 2nd key problem, a connection-based IO multiplexing is proposed to provide independent, bidirectional and abstract read-write channel streams for different application layer
data. In terms of network communication, the QUIC not only improves the efficiency of connection handshake, but also effectively improves the communication efficiency between nodes
through IO multiplexing and better utilization of network bandwidth, thus improving the throughput capacity of the P2P network.
For the 3rd key problem, different connection rules are designed for different NAT types,
and when the node finds other nodes, it can find the nodes that can be connected according to
the NAT type of the requesting node, thus better improving the connectivity of nodes in the P2P
network.
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